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10th Anniversary World Conference
Society for International Development,
Washington, D.C. March 6-9, 1968 D R A F W

Delivered from notes, March 9 Mar. 4, 1968

The Development Decade is dying of political inanition. Amongst

the rich countries the will to assist development has faded, and, partly

as a result, in the poorer countries the vill to develop Is shrivelling.

If the world Is not to drift apart into two hostile camps, the

political vill for development must be reinvigorated. The first

responsibility lies with the richer, donor countries, who alone can

give accelerated impetus to the development efforts of the poorer

countries.

The know-how about development, the economic gimmicks, the

technical assistance ploys, the sheer professional skill of "developers",

are all for more abundant than they have ever, been in history before;

the supply of goods and even finance is greater than ever before. But

without the will to use these tools for this mighty operation, this war

on poverty, they are all totally useless.

What we need today is not more experts; it is not more economists;

it is not more money - it is more determination on the part of the

politically decisive to do something effective about the growing gap

between rich and poor.

So the first problem we face is how do we create this political

emotion; and it is probably best to consider this in several practical

terms in relation to our own political community - in my case the U.K. -

and its% past history.
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What is wrong at the moment in Britain is that not enough
the

people consider this matter of/development of the poorer countries

as really significant or urgent. What is needed is the feeling that

this is the key issue of our times, the emotionally gripping issue

as, for instance, the opposition to Fascism and the Spanish Civil

War, was to my generation of undergraduates, or as the abolittn of

slavery was to Wilb erce's small band a century before.

In bidding farewell to Mr. McNamara as his Secretary of

Defense, President Johnson referred to his departure for the World

Bank as a move to "the most important war of all". How can we make

a sizeable section of the public recognize that the war on world

poverty really is the most important war of all?

We need to consider three aspects of the problem: first,

how do you motivate the public? second, what are, in general, the

motives that work against a public appreciation of the importance

of development; third, what are the existing motives that work for

development assistance?

First of all, how do you effectively change public opinion?

let us confine ourselves to this problem in democracies. Do

we need to carry a majority of the population with us to change

political thinking and action; does our campaign need therefore to

be a campaign addressed to the mases? I think not directly,

What is really needed in the world of development assistance

Is more and more convinced political leadership. f the political

leaders of a country really believe that "this is the most important

var of all') they vill be able to convince or at least carry the doubters.
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?or there are, I believe, very few people in the democracies who are

really opposed to develcpmeit assistance, though there are many who

believe it should be given a lower priority. The iMportant thing

therefore is to convince the leaders that this problem Is the great

and urgent world problem of our time, and leavethem to do the selling

Job to the wider masses.

By."the leaders" I do not mean just, as it were, the Cabinets

of the democracies, but a larger section of society - the elite, the

establishment, call it what you will - which is responsible for

setting the tone of a nttion's policies. It includes academies,

journalists, broadcasters, authors, and civil servants as well as

the few personally decisive political leaders. In av personal opinion,

it is also of the greatest iMportance to expose as many as possible of

the younger generation (20-35) to this sort of thinking because it

is the next generation which will have to bear the long hard slog

of the war against world poverty, if we do not lose it for them in

our time.

But of what exactly do we want to convince this elite? It

is not the detail of policy - that we should adequately replenish

IDA, or that we should give more through mltilateral channels, or
our

that = loans should be interest-free, or that we should accept more

manufacture9 goods fram Asia. What is wanted is to convince these

people of the nature of the age t live in.

This is not going to be known as the nuclear age, or the

space age, or the American Century, or the era of the eonmon man.
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f te world'a pop lation revoltcd eagait tZeir ago-old but no lon:

to2l cotion. It is this war by tL -oor aiinst Vorld

o whi will dom nate our &gc, and on this broad canva Vhe

Ari Civl riitr trug1e is a 1ino: : ish, the Europcan

miV' mo nt a small diversion.

If we can succeed. in puttinC this piitur3 o: the orld av. ixV -

a piture I boliovo to be so tuo that it ougzht not be impo.sible to

e onvinice pOple of its authenticity - then politicel 1adcrs, who

r =enaralay ious to bo regarded as will ac to

r~ak tciz actions rolevant to thiZ realiry T2is :a the ti ' 2or

th ~ prfssionals i.n development asitac to co forward vithi

~their d e au;tiona about how poles sioud be p

S L thea u" advice is GOLI; to b of littl4e ipor."nco.

is v.nat I a: :e "?ropotia task we face in i

ri of the eye. at iound and rai ic.

i is 2c etil pr.l.dO tO ei'fetive &nd co tinue. policic .

ZAt to lAO up onto cu pptc peak we "zt i

urdraca watitinthtatprsctprvetapeople ro eing

ve- Xo t.; the Ao1 -4 y . %. I do not belieN-

.e o -r vr3d ar2 u enc2ou.1 oc

e caha I do bo2l cvo they gr u.2; ;aretL'ate ..ho ~cy..c.ity of
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lhen you reflect on the fact that the U.S. adds to its G.N.P.

each year an amount 8reatez than the total G.N.P. of all Africa
2a Ac,

north of the Republic, you can see 4Ac absurd it is to say that

America, plus Europe, plus Britain all together cannot afford the

greater amounts of aid that are needed to help the less developed

continents make effective progress.

"But what about the balance of payments. . . I" If you look

at the flow of resources on a world-wide basis, it is perfectly clear

that balance of payments is a domestic problem of the rich countries.

All the aid, and more, that we pour out to the less developed countries

comes straight back in orders to one or other of the rich countries e

that is why all developing countries have acute balance of payment

deficits. If ever we in the West can get together and plan our aid

on an allied basis, we can eliminate the balance of payments bogey

so far as aid is concerned.

"But aid doesn't work . . . look how much nate there has

been, and how little real success." This is just another aspect of

our lack of self-eonfidence, even though it pushes some of the blene

for failure onto the recipients of our aid. Most of us know, and it

is not too difficult to show, that aid does work, though it does

not work miracles, and that in those few places where we have had the

confidence to put above average amounts of aid - Formosa or Pakisttn

for instance - reall breakthroughs followed. Again, if we had self-

confidence, if we had the courage of our conviction that our economic

systems given a chance could help development, then we might adopt

effective policies.



So what I am arguing is this: that the great obstacle to

our having the vision and political will to take effective action

in development assistance is lack of confidence, timidity, in fact

fear, This is very significant when we consider what are the motives

favorable to development assistance.

By far the most general argument for aid has itself been one

based on fear fear that the majority of the world's population wifl

turn against us, and that the world will be irretrievably divided

into two hostile camps with us in the minority, But the difficulty

with this fear motive is that it has not proved a very effective

creator of political will, Rather it is has led to doubts y1tc

whether aid does effectively buy off enmity (and it doesn't), and

to a growing feeling that even if the poor countries do gang up

against us we will remain more powerful then they and quite able

to hold our own, however unpleasant the situation, ear, in brief,

is the father of isolationism (even if it is isolation in conany

with others of our sort); it is not the source from which springs

any sense of a world camuity,

Yet it is dust this sense of belonging to en emerging world.

wide community that we need to create if we hope for a political

climate favorable to development assistance from rich to poor (which

is a process that goes almost unremarked in the national cmnunities

of the developed world). How is it to be created and fostered?

It would be convenient to suggest that our natural

philanthropy - regarding all mAnkind as one family could be
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sufficient to produce the desired effect. But it is not true; since

the time of Cain and Abel the brotherhood of man has been a dangerous

sentiment on which to build. Yet I believe that this sort of

idealism does run very strongly hwanwk through us all, and properly

tapped would provide a great source of strength on which political

leaders could draw.

But it is not enough by itself to stimulate the rich countries

into the appropriate action. I would like to suggest that the

motives of fear and love might both be made finally effective by

the unlikely catalyst cf pride, or its minor image shame.

When we look at our planet today and see two-thirds ill-fed,

ill-housed, ill-educated, and one-third enjoying unprecedented

prosperity, it must strike us as a. very old-fashioned way of

organizing a cmnmity. Does it have to be always thus? Have we

no pride, no faith in our economic systems? Is it really beyond our

powers to change all this, not in the twinkling of an eye, not perhaps

in a decade but in a generation?

I feel sure that if we can produce a reasonable plan for

development of the poorer nations, which places the proper amount

of responsibility on us in the richer nations, we can persuade our

publice to accept it, on the grounds that we are proud of our

capacity to make a better world. But we shall not gain this support

unless we make it clear that we do have a plan and faith in its

purpose, and our determination.
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It is for this reason that I feel it is so important to

follow up the initiative of the President of the World Bank, George

Woods, for a Grand Assize of Aid. This is intended to do three things:

1. To examine the aid effort of the rich countries as

a whole, as an allied effort over the past decade, and to

see where it has been successful, where and why it has had

failures,

2: In the light of this experience, to rccamend what is

needed tw from the richer countries to make possible real

and sustained amongst the less developed countries.

3. To chart a course ahead for the next decade and for

the rest of the century whereby the rich and the poor nations

in partnership can achieve sustained economic growth for

the whole of mankind. In brief, to modernize this whole,

small, planet of ours.

It is only with some such comnrehensible plan4 before us

that we can arouse public a opinion to grasp at the possibilities

that are available to us, and to recognize how much we can do

for how many.



Address, Royal Comonwealth Society
on June 6, 1968
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back to .ianuay 125 ',>n I tu':e to Cc2 7o 2or th miet nv of Comonwoalth

F'orcign wAi.tCrJ wkich producad tha Colo2;o Plan. After the communique

dich.z an ounC42d tat thurc was to be az Co onwaalth acheme of technical

assistancc, Zrnct Lavin, iritish Yoroi i Secretary at that time, drove to

Kan0y to se the wddha' Tooth, which as unveiled in his honour. Ile talked

to e oa that trip about nils viion of the future of Britain in the world, as

the lkader otf hat uaad to be the Espire, in its new phase as a Coironwealth

in thica ecccmic dcv l~zop nt as to pliy/a central role. He said that Britain a

phcse o1 poitiacl control and powar was over, and that we would have to move

-a to a now crl i hich w are going to help them to become more like us in

t eccnomic shere'. It was essentially a view of the Coimonwealth as primarily

a dcveopcntal, and not a political organization.

Mr. Dcin's vision could have succeeded, and the Conzonwealth could

have been t~aad a development institution, if a variety of things had not

happenCd. COn was the Korean war which occurred within six months of the

Colombo neeting. That war introduced a whole series of new power concepts

nto the far East. Britain itself, for a variety of reasons, decided to engage

in a rather heavy re-er;ament progra-e which cut down available resources for

other things. At the Lamc tine, the problema of po"Cr and of the Coimonwealth's

role in the world peace-keeping effort bce the supreme interest of Co-,onwealth

4inistcrs at their meetings.

During the early 1950's, therefore, the Oomnonwealth began again to

be part of the diplomatic power structure. This represented what might be called

the Old Harrovian heresy about the Cormonealth; it was very much something
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beto Sr inconCuchi.ll an r Nba both old Harroviat-a, wh

e:2i.l'y fel .h. urg toAc2rt p2wYr, : vo 4V& ou0%C i~ Mr. CflrU's OOse it
Ci t

C t a Lo Ovcr::en hLd e5&J n ad the CosIzervativei had

limclight tu was~thcn so:m:hat in o icuity - harold Wilson, lie suggested

thot thiy werc goin r in cur retionship with Asia; I rezecrzber that

ho ond Victor ColLsncz ond Loslic alc catic to dinner at my house one evening

to discust Ohnt could 1s dot-t Lo t ritain and the Commonwealth back on to

at tbcy, and I, c.nSidercd the crret lies. Harold Wilson was insistent

to re thc Co nwcalth concern ftslf primarily with what we

-- d.vtkard naions. We now call it the

develoraca of Is-devcloped countrics.

U'n tunte ly, this view of -ritish policy -- the belief that

cur rLat1ship with fsi4, in particular, was one in which we ought not

to c scezing to iiate n the osco,- iington, quarrel, but should

insted be cocentratinZ on the prblema of the ecenomiic devClopIent of

Indio, Pakistcn, Ceylon, IMalaya and to ou --- lost ground in the nexct few

years. Apart from the effects of the Korcan tr and subsequent distubances

in the crca, it wa the in"luence o2 the per'anent govcrnment', particularly

of the COCOn 2atth ReLtions Office, tich turned the CoLodwealth nore end

:more towards poLitical relatioashipz and less and less towards econooic

devclo?:;cnt, Ao a recult there was ricily no preparation for the Corraonwealth

ic crisis that burst un T i 7. I that year Lmportnnt things

hpened. First, by 1957 India had rtun down its sterlinZ balances, with which
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Sof v h be inancd, boyonid the Point

of re r:e2n Marc. 1957 Gwh ana 'eaeidpendnt.

ceaeqiaunrprdfr oho hs very importent evets.

In I 'we d oco:2rcd that ueha no syte wereby we could put m'oney

at its diispsa xKX r LL hLe Idian vccopm;n p ~ronre. There was no system

withia the Coowat org i~ztion for mkn dcveiopmnent grants or even

orinry sver:,:nt-to-zoverment oans oL coneessionary teras. India could,

if it w d raise m.oey on thc London Eaket - but its ability to raise

money in this vry at that tie was strictly limited.

., toe, we wzre without ralistic policies to mCeet the

ne; Zitua5in which had erisn on I nd~epedcnce in 1957. No Lhought had been

give zc the eco::zomic role of tie Coon lth in either Asia or in Afric, or

o a : Ior eirh vclopment o cenral the;. of the Coonwalth relationship

I rez .r taiking in Ghana et the time to some British 1Inistcrs and

o xivii ervaInts. The anelozy they were drawin3 was between the

ind~epndnce o- Chana and that of Australia, Canada, New Zealand and South

Afia T2u idea was that once a country ecame independent, then econonic

idend6ne was as i r:portant as roli al in d pndnce. Economic independence

meant not being the beneficiary of loans or any other special econcuic help from

ritoin. As a result, the day Ghana b;e2ae ndependent, we woufd up all the

colonial davalopuent organjzations in the country. Luckily, officials beinz quite

as eood a: breaking the rules as t naking thea, a lot of aid continuad to flow for

a tin . In theory, howover, it was 'suud h at a country on becoainZ

idepandent cesed to be a devlopuent responsibility of the United inzdo .

Looking at that fansus end no' fallen statue of kkrumah, underneath

which was written "seek ye first the political kingdom" -- I couldn't help

reftecting that this was pure Co ono:alth Relationa Office doctrine. It was
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yh Dr. : helaievcd in; but it vas e:actly vThat we had taught

.i~t ui o he b in a Co onwealth or

polticllyncoratdor ot least poiicaLly- socinted powers. Uhat tney

Ci e. unOL2Zr, 1f Lh# s anything 6 cozcn between the

mo (of S h Af9icn and Dr. Nrumnh, it uculd not bear eanination. chat

eh! Cv- WU !--;ccn ty o tVe new states which were about to emerge

i ri ndthe typical WtmCinster dcnoaracies of Britain, Austraiia, Canadn,

an A Z.ald, w also difficui o ctain.

Z I do not want to put the biami entireiy on our side, there

wqas little prcciation in the niddic iftks &luost Anyere in the

CoiorxeaLh, that developzent was i to be an eztrcmely oxpnsive,

difficuLt but es-cntial task. The sine and imperative urgency of the effort

wa not understood. Every ex-colony in their early years of political

independence flexed their political .uecls - and for a tie ignored econOniC

devlopmnt. The rasult Was that thL C 'mxnaith Primc f inisters, in their

nactin.s, di.cussxed the state of rhe poucr world ra hr than the developmrent

of t..e Coionwealth.

_en years 47o, to be prsoni ain, I wrote a letter to The

Tiues saying in essence, 'Since it is o apprnt that in the next decade

we will no longer have any colonial rzsponzibilities in Africa, ought we not

to be turin, i our last years to a crash prugrafe of political education

and econwaic developmena?' There 's no repone vhatoever to that suggestion.

There were letters in various torus o2 violent protest, saying that the Idea

that we would be out of Africa by 1%3, was wholly absurd. U.ut there ws no

reaction to the ida that we renlly ne4dcd to act urgently about econonic

develop;zet in the brief time tht reained to ui of our control in Africa.

mnen we Co7- to write the hiztory of i.:icain and the Coent::elth since the
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ouro:al zcn. vvlv torU colrnn itsco i

in 1260, the ;rno :vn2: y%-: Watituto vag founded Mulately

0o rly thiN dnfenv. its objcc: was nn try and Or:" tnoether those

p k c wh rznaZed the iportance of aid nd devo orent and the

rcda .Q o the rich countries to the poor countries. The founders of

tWs ntz i:tct renamod to gZt vcry considerable support for the sort of action

,- from th overret the T. ., fro th political

the Institute faced enorouS : pr After we

-ad boa o th or fout onths we rcaINSd thnt Afric3 was going to

lo - zs..c5 in very short orat ndscd. To:ards the end of 1901, I went

to n... Africa zo easminc what was noinn to hWppen there when colonia rule

W-0d Lad tii c1)nLrie3 beauo Ind po nt. I s-numnd up my conclusions in a

vp- cA to thij Qciaty just an Tnlnnla Icen Wadopn . I was varied by.

t I dOsCr Ied as 'the dip', hich w; the shar fall that vas gOinZ to

cczur i. the Standardn of life tnd ;nvartznt in thone countries when Dritain

LUhr4u unless We M&d our political W rewal a nigal for some sort of

Lconcmic CSsictance on " large sen . This cry did=t go unhedcd.

There Vas n fact, during tmis perIod e ct n 1961 and 1964, a

or~o;in fWelin in ErItain that aifor ecnoric dcvolopoznt was of grcat

:..Wrnco. This waa helped 1y zhe c:v -l of the new Ynnedy regiime , which

ou:nled the Pace Corps and cat up the A:ncay for Inteyaetional Developmcnt.

it ia also stiln ted more sirnIficantly by the fact that the British

Ciz-rn! of that day Vet up a nnv zwparmnnt of Technical Co-operation to

takh over the old coleieal Aid for Wnvelop7ent prograre.



Isynt - n p bc to avi:2vC Zriunin Loccai &

WQIL ."z -CIA of 0-1. ant aid. In 14 WWct!on ddree

coelda wayprizij oun bu ri W ch cnuntes and poor cauntries, and

ni7,izTin, to cad othcr. This was thc hizht point of British

enthua f~or aid anld it cUWLSi2.te in an achievemont of conaiderrble

i n W aUali hnt of ch Ovrcas DevetoDy-ent Ministry, a full-

C. P Lhnzty undVz 0 f"!Wacnia (011gh:y "arc than Pul-scaoe) Cabinet

liolsa:, Z =Uara CasL, o %ad consdorable iWfluence on Gcvernont

policy.

ta- CA O.D.h. vchliv uWd tzdir her r Wn with Sir Andr=.

Coan' driva wa of vary oreat 1x rL7ncc. It otlinm a riOh aid

pronr~ z Which is the basis 0i cuny oran today. its h0070;hy was

e Vu wo e Te at any rate in no : tho Inst npche I -Vra Castle Adec

L v:lopnt Minister (it ws t za Q.D.I. meti2Z), in Which she smid

tWLI Zriish assistance to Tan aia wi1d not conse just becausa diplmatic

relations had been brmken oC5. Thic nwL an =24ortion tht our aid pronrawme,

within the Comonwalt", ia not prl.tically but cro.o:-cally based - and

that our oblipation to hop th, vl nt of poorer countries over-rode

day-to-day political coniderations.

Alas, it was .u!,aquwnt:y dizcovered by the uninspired Componnealth

;uintions Cfice that as thr er, no ioner any diplovatic facilities,

dmcuntn could not be ninWd; and iC tWey covid not be skged, the oonoy

for aid could not be rzdu availal; tU, while we had d Iared that we

had no jutention of cutting off "id, n ,id oud flcw. That was the

begnnngOZ a dWahill Path; cn71 ohna, 7witinh ineetin aid

uvevyverz has .Aons h.v. cKntr iutad to this

dioillucion but t.o in particular Utans out.

FirsL, tAr;, a in, cINg o:!2ie part of quite a nuricr
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gI>t Cru rooe w to us c with Europc and

writ atio rae th. wit Lue Asa c~n Aricnn Comna at n

poverty ~~ ~ ~ ~ -Ilie1:1 C)iclo Scnh hlc hth udaet jectivc oAZ

the Czxxai toL c :sis 1world pioor, which stUii ligrod on in many

pa9icp) :i>, eceivd &nu r of rude 5hoc, ICn ad a rcsu3L inltcr- in the

hit d cot tn, . of2 goodilil w&ig. in Ch Cc .oniw.alUh wIhicb oilowed

n t rvcoit, cn tL l multanoous c p c t D ritish oconomy, te

do Yes ni. .. X ai.ys c:: tod cut our aip cc to the , This

SLI to Ln . I 5avc boon si ce i944 a

:rn::e of our tc ing o len0 in u and hI u5iti 2urae; "L at

i to cntor Europ1 in t-17 r7 Wy and for the wron- notives

-- t reut dic x:1 rc wholly predictbl. As wo bakd into Europe, we

baczed CIt Of LZe Cconwcalth and the dec2.ine cC in.erest in and Concarn with

th1 C:rnx;l th .n tho last thrce or fcur yaru has bean disastrous and probably

Luring thcsc yenrs of dicillusicrnt bou Uh Cci onwcalth thoro a

nlso uisiIluzioriment nbout aidi, becauso :h pro;isc of a U.iN. 'Dvepment

not bacn rcnlizod. it e c nt no conoric miracle to show Lor

2;2 2r:; .1 or 10v0:y:ars uf our CcaiLh aid pr ra c, . " the S:i

timethepolticl derinolae wth he Cmonealh, ichproved a wholly

incffcc:ivc political or.ana Lion, cotnud CciacnwcaIlh countriea did not

vJCC with uZ in the Unitcd Iations on riticJ cccaions Liko Suez or Oonesia

t;cy worc tnt a cource of pow'or Lardiy evcr of i uOncein any parL of t. world.

Swn finaly dCided that we werc nut eapable of exercising power and the

wihren fror cnst of ZLuez began.

evteLeLss, bncnuse oi2 thn hood hroundoork that had Leen carricd out

by tho Q.ID.L, the D.T.C. nnd tho O... Lherc was a Lnsic d tcrination in



tI&a conryta ecol cniu zo crry cut an aid progrvmc, As a

tha I a utsde t can~ se. Lht Thing; .might ha.Ve oa n uch worso . Evcn

so, hereis n dont, prticlarl looing t itfrot outidC that rti'

imrnet on th% drnt o the poower lod is 3 declining iniuence today.
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CREATING POLITICAL WILL

The Development Decade is dying of political inanition. Amongst the
rich countries the will to assist development has faded and, partly as a
result, in the poorer countries the will to develop is shriveling.

If the world is not to drift apart into two hostile camps, the
political will for development must be reinvigorated. The first respon-
sibility lies with the richer, donor countries, who alone can give
accelerated impetus to the development efforts of the poorer countries.

The know-how about development, the economic gimmicks, the technical
assistance ploys, the sheer professional skill of "developers", are all
far more abundant than they have ever been in history before; the supply
of goods and even finance is greater than ever before. But without the
will to use these tools, for this mighty operation - this "war on poverty" -
they are all totally useless.

What we need today is not more experts; it is not more economists;
it is not more money - it is more determination on the part of the
politically decisive to do something effective about the growing gap
between rich and poor.

So the first problem we face is how do we create this political
will. It is probably best to consider this in severely practical terms
in relation to our own political comamity - in my case the U.K. - and
its past history.

What is wrong at the moment in Britain is that not enough people
consider this matter of the development of the poorer countries as really
significant or urgent. What is needed is the feeling that this is the key
issue of our times, the emotionally gripping issue as, for instance, the
opposition to Fascism and so the Spanish Civil War, was to my generation of
undergraduates; or as the abolition of slavery was to Wilberforce's small
band a century before.

In bidding farewell to Mr. McNamara as his Secretary of Defense
President Johnson referred to his departure for the World Bank as a move
to "the most important war of all". How can we make a sizable section
of the public recognize that the war on world proverty really is the
most important war of all?
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We need to consider three aspects of the problem: first, how do
you motivate the public? Second, what are, in general, the motives
that work against a public appreciation of the importance of development;
third, what are the existing motives that work for development assistance?

First of all how do you effectively change public opinion?

Let us confine ourselves to this problem in democracies. Do we
need to carry a majority of the population with us to change political
thinking and action; does our campaign need therefore to be a campaign
addressed to the masses? I think not directly.

What is really needed in the world of development assistance is
more and more convinced political leadershi. If the political leaders
of a country really believe that "this is the most important war of all"
they will be able to convince or at least carry the doubters. For there
are, I believe, very few people in the democracies who are really opposed
to development assistance, though there are many who believe it should be
given a lower priority. The important thing therefore is to convince the
leaders that this problem is the great and urgent world problem of our
time, and leave them to do the selling job to the wider masses.

By "the leaders" I do not mean just, as it were, the Cabinets of
the democracies, but a larger section of society - the elite, the
establishment - call it what you will - which is responsible for setting
the tone of a nation's policies. It includes academics, journalists,
broadcasters, authors and civil servants as well as the few personally
decisive political leaders . In my personal opinion it is also of the
greatest importance to expose as many as possible of the younger generation
(20 - 35) to this sort of thinking because it is the next generation which
will have to bear the long hard slog of the war against world poverty;
if we do not lose it for them in our time.

But of what exactly do we want to convince this elite? It is not
the detail of policy - that we should adequately replenish IA; or that
we should give more through multilateral channels; or that our loans
should be interest-free; or that we should accept more manufactured
goods fram Asia. What is wanted is to convince these people of the
nature of the age we live in.

This is not likely to be known as the nuclear age, or the space
age, or the American Century or the era of the comon man. It is going
to be known as the Development Age; the age in which two-thirds of the
world's population revolted against their customary but no longer
tolerable conditions. It is this war by the poor against world poverty
which will dominate our age, and on this broad canvas we can see the
American civil rights struggle as a minor skirmish, the European Unity
movement as a small diversion; the demonetization of gold as an
interesting tribal ritual.



If we can succeed in putting this picture of the world across - a
picture so actual and accurate that it ought not to be impossible to
convince people of its authenticity - these political leaders - who are
generally anxious to be regarded as farsighted - will seek to make these
actions relevant to this reality. Then is the time for the professionals
in development assistance to come forward with their detailed suggestions
about how policies should be implemented - for until then such advice is
going to be of little importance.

This is what I call the "prophetic" task we face in creating the
political will for effective world policies; the task that Plato called
the "turning of the eye". It may sound vague and unrealistic but it is
the essential prelude to effective and continued policies.

But to climb up onto our prophetic peak we must first understand
what it is that, at present, prevents people from seeing the world and
the future as we see it.

The greatest single obstacle to support for development assistance
amongst the richer countries is lack of self-confidence; the craven fear
that the task is beyond us . I do not believe that the peoples of the
western world are ungenerous or callous, but I do believe they greatly
underestimate the capacity of their economy as a whole, to change the
face of the earth, if they have the will to do so.

When you reflect on the fact that the U.S. adds to its G.N.P. each
year an amount greater than the total G.R.P. of all Africa north of
Zambia, you can see how absurd it is to say that America, plus Europe,
plus Britain all together cannot afford the greater amounts of aid that
are needed to help the less developed continents make effective progress.

Still some questions stick in the public mind: "but what about the
balance of payments. . .?". If you look at the flow of resources on a
worldwide basis it is perfectly clear that balance of payments is a
domestic problem of the rich countries. All the aid, and more, that
we pour out to the less developed countries comes straight back in orders
to one or other of the rich countries - that is why all developing countries
have acute balance of payments deficits. If ever we in the West can get
together and plan our aid on an allied basis we can eliminate the balance
of payments bogy so far as aid is concerned.

"But aid doesn't work . . . look how much waste there has been, and
how little real success." This is just another aspect of our lack of self-
confidence, even though it pushes some of the blame for failure onto the
recipients of aid. Most of us know, and it is not too difficult to show,
that aid does work, though it does not work miracles, and that in those
few places where we have had the confidence to put above average amounts
of aid - Formosa, or Pakistan for instance - real breakthrough followed.
Again if we had self-confidence, if we had the courage of our conviction
that our economic systems given a chance could help development, then we
might adopt effective policies.
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So what I am arguing is this: that the great obstacle to our having
the vision and political will to take effective action in development
assistance is lack of confidence, timidity, in fact fear. This is very
significant when we consider what are the motives favorable to development
assistance.

By far the most general argument for aid has itself been one based
on fear - fear that the majority of the world's population will turn
against us, and that the world will be irretrievably divided into two
hostile camps, with us in the smaller camp. But the difficulty with this
fear-motive is that it has not proved a very effective creator of political
will. Rather it has led to doubts whether aid does effectively buy off
enmity (which it doesn't), and to a growing feeling that even if the poor
countries do gang up against us we will remain more powerful than they
and quite able to hold our omn, however unpleasant the situation. Fear,
in brief, is the father if isolationism (even if it is isolation in
company with others of our sort); it is not the source from which springs
sense of a world cozzunity.

Yet it is just this sense of belonging to an emerging worldwide
community that we need to create if we hope for a political climate
favorable to development assistance from rich to poor. How is it to
be created and fostered?

It would be convenient to suggest that our natural philanthropy -
regarding all mankind as one family - could be sufficient to produce the
desired effect. But it is not true; since the time of Cain and Abel the
brotherhood of man has been a dangerous sentiment on which to build. Yet
I do believe that this sort of idealism does run very strongly through
us all, and properly tapped would provide a great source of strength on
which political leaders could draw.

But it is not enough by itself to stimulate the richer countries
into the appropriate action. I would like to suggest that the motives
of fear ant love might both be made finally effective by the unlikely
catalyst of pride, or its mirror image, shame.

When we look at our planet today and see two-thirds ill-fed, ill-
housed, ill-educated, and one-third enjoying unprecedented prosperity,
it must strike us as a very old-fashioned way of organizing a community.
Does it have to be always thus? Have we no pride, no faith in our
economic systems? Is it really beyond our power to change all this,
not in the twinkling of an eye, not perhaps in a decade but in a
generation?

I feel sure that if we can produce a reasonable plan for development
of the poorer nations, which places the proper amount of responsibility on
us in the richer nations, we can persuade our publics to accept it, on the
grounds that we are proud of our capacity to make a better world. But we
shall not gain this support unless we make it clear that we do have a plan,
and that we have faith in its purpose, and determination to carry it out.
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"THE COLUMBIA CONFERENCE ON THE PEARSON REPORT AND FORWARD PROSPECTS"

The first part of the conference was purely academic or nearly
purely academic, and rather young on the whole. Average age, say, under
40. The first part was in Williamsburg. The second part was held at
Columbia University and there the young academics were joined by their
elders and more radical members, and by a certain number of political and
administrative types from the development field. Then the academics dropped
away and just the political and administrative types remained, went up to
Canada and had a preliminary meeting on how aid was to be organized in the
future on . global basis. They not unnaturally in a day and a half didn't
arrive at any conclusions and the likelihood is, therefore -- in fact, the
certainty now is -- that there will be another such meeting. I thought it
would be interesting to try and give you some account of the flavor of the
Williamsburg and Columbia conferences.

I would like to make one point which is I'm putting forward other
people's points of views. As always, I manage to keep my own point of view
concealed under a mantle of hypocrisy and I won't therefore answer the irate
questions you may put. I will merely say what else happened at the confer-
ence. But I think it would be very interesting to have some general dis-
cussion about what arose at this conference.

The meeting at Williamsburg went on for three fairly full days
and it was based on a series of papers which were commissioned by the con-
venor of this conference, the Schweitzer Professor of Economic Development,
Lady Jackson, commonly known as Barbara Ward. She commissioned these papers
from all over the world and they really were a very interesting lot of papers
indeed. They are going to be printed in the long run by Columbia University.

The subject matter of the conference was the Pearson Report, and
in the suitable atmosphere of Williamsburg, which is a compound of British
colonialism and American slavery, we discussed the future of the Third World.
What emerged most strongly was that the Pearson Report had in fact had quite
considerable intellectual impact on the people who were there, but probably
a majority of the academics felt that it was not sufficiently radical. They
were prepared rather grudgingly to admit that you couldn't put anything very
radical up if you were trying to persuade politicians to act, but at Williams-
burg, generally speaking, the discussions turned on assumptions about how
much further you have to go than Pearson. The first of the Pearson recom-
mendations to be discussed was that one percent of GNP should be the flow of
resources to the poorer countries from the richer countries, and of that
one percent, 0.7% of GNP should be official concessionary aid. There are
some divisions within that, but this was very much discussed and in general



it was agreed that this was all that one could rxrect. The discussions
turned rather on the question, given a 1% flow (if I may use that simple
phrase) could you acheve a 6% rate of growth? Again, there was general
agreement that you probably could, but there was almost general agreement
that a 6% rate of growth was not sufficient to deal with the problems of
the developing countries.

The views were divided roughly spenking into those who maintained
that 6% was clearly insufficient and those who maintained that 6% was all
you were going to get and, for the time being, how could you make a go of
things at 6%. Thirdly, there was a minority view expressed every now and
again that you wren't going to get 6% and was this sort of game worth the
candle. I also noticed there was quite strong LDC versus UDC division here.
Almost no one who was a citizen of the under-developed world, was very cri-
tical of this idea of a 6% rate of growth. The radical critics were very
largely people from the North Atlantic community, most of whom had worked
or were working in the under-developed world, and I think that is a signi-
ficant political sign that on the whole the people from Pakistan and India
and Tanzania and Ghana and so on were aware that the 6% growth was about
what they might hope to attain and they were fairly determined to make some-
thing of it. But an awful lot of the people from rich countries working in
those poorer countries were talking angrily back to their compatriates in
America and Britain and Germany and France, and saying really this isn't
good enough, you ought to be doing a good deal more. There is some danger
in all of this because to say that 6% rate of growth is no good is a stand-
ing invitation to politicians to say okay, if that's no good well nothing's
any good and let's withdraw from something that is obviously beyond our
powers. But it was interesting that in general, I repeat, the 6% rate of
growth was accepted with reluctant shrugs of the shoulder by those who had
to achieve it and it was most criticized by those who were helping others
to achieve it.

There was as far an I know, as always in conferences like this,
no real opposition saying we shouldn't indulge in aid, we shouldn't have
development. There was no representative of know-nothingism. But I think
in general, one must say that no one really pretended that a 6% rate of
growth was going to solve most of the problems of the under-developed world
and nearly everyone felt that the Pearson Report was rather optimistic on
this point. Just to insert my own view on this (and it happens to be one
I know that's shared by Mr. Pearson and many of the secretariat and of the
commissioners), yes, it was over-optimistic, but there was an objective to
this report which was to get political action -- continuing political action
- and if you throw in the sponge, you're really not likely to get any very
great political action. This, of course, is not a reason for writing an
academic treatise that is false, but (a) "Partners in Development" is not
an academic treatise and (b) it is in a way a problem of whether the deve-
lopment glass is half full or half empty and on the whole the academics were
inclined to say it's half empty and Mr. Pearson, raising it to his lips, is
inclined to say it is still half full. That is a problem that will arise in
academic discussions on the Pearson Report.
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As to what was to be done about the situation with the Pearson
Report as a basis, I thought it was really very well put in a paper that I
strongly recommend to you (without fully agreeing) by Dr. Richard Jolly, called
"Aid Relationship" (Document 4). In introducing it he said the real prob-
lem is, "How long can we go on concealing the badness of the situation from
the under-developed world -- as the Pearson Report does conceal it?" Several
people from the less developed countries came up to me privately and said
that they were afraid that if you could show that 6% growth was no good, this

a a way oc shrugging it off, and particularly they felt that this might
mean that the rich countries were beginning to abandon the idea of growth
being important and talk about quality rather than quantity of life. They
said, "let's have our bread before we decide whether it's to be margarine
or butter that we Spread on it". That was a typical part of the atmosphere
of the whole meeting.

One thing pointed out by Jolly and quite a number of others was
that nothing in the Pearson Report really dealt with the problem of the gap.
The report began by saying that the gap is one of the most serious problems
in the world today. But if you looked at their recommendations you couldn't
help noticing that at the end of the century the gap was absolutely and rela-
tively likely to be even larger (which is the problem which you will have no-
ticed in Mr. McNamara's latest address). The welfare aspect of the gap was
a recurrent phrase -- pointing to the fact that the existence of the very low
level of income not only meant that these countries were very poor but meant
that they really were suffering from malnutrition, disease, lack of proper
brain growth in childhood, and so on.

On the other side, Mr. Okita, the Japanese commissioner on the
Pearson Commission -- and incidentally, I think a most extraordinarily
interesting and intelligent and humane man -- pointed out that the two in-
come lines projecting from today onwards were really both impossible. He
said it is almost impossible to believe that at the end of this century
Africans will be content with an income per head of $200 or $250, which is
what would come even from the 6% rate of growth in some of the poorest coun-
tries. Equally, he said in Japan where our income is doubling every seven
years it is impossible to believe that we will wish our income and our con-
sumerism to go on doubling every decade, and I'm sure he meant that. Quite
a lot of Americans said something fairly similar, that life at $5,000 per
head per annum was pretty crummy and what would life be at $10,000 per head
per annum? It would probably be even more cluttered. I think it was Barbara
Ward who said this, "You'll be getting $10,000 a year but you'd have to go
out in a gas mask and if you went for a swim you would dissolve".

That leads on to another point which kept on coming in. That is
the problem of what is now a new household word (like Agnew), "the biosphere"
-- the question of whether or not we can actually stand the use of fossil fuel,
for instance, that would be necessary to raise the standard of living of
the billions in Asia at all appreciably. Wouldn't we just burn up the pre-
cious envelope in which we live? This I can only say was raised on a number
of occasions. No one particularly replied to it; no one particularly knows



about it. Some people from the British Broadcastinr Corporation were there,
made a little note to do a two-hour long program on it, helping to burn up
the biosphere that way, and I think we shall all be hearing a little more
about it. It does have, for our future as a development institution, some
interesting asnects. Is it possible that we will find ourselves having lit-
erally to do some rationing of the atmosphere or the biosphere, and if so,
how are we going to justify the fact that an American uses 50 times as much
of the world's resources from birth onwards as an Indian? If there is some
element of truth in these things, it is going to put something of a crimp
into the rather simplistic view that all we are trying to do is make every-
one happy like us.

The other new phrase (to me) was the "bottom quartile", which is
the lowest income group people in any society. In this connection there was
a very significant intellectual move by Hollis Chenery (who really invented
growth). In one of the best of the papers Hollis really put forward some of
his doubts about the validity of 6% growth unless it helped disproportionate-
ly this bottom quartile.

We had, you will not be surprised to know, a good deal of discus-
sion about the population explosion which lies, to some extent, at the basis
of all of this, with several people looking at me and saying they did hope
that there would be no speeches from white folk about the importance of pop-
ulation control.

The other point that we heard a lot about (and which you will find
several interesting papers on) is what I call the "city implosion". The
problems of urbanization were dealt with in an extremely interesting paper
by Joan Nelson, and I recommend your reading it. Roughly speaking, her thesis
is that shanty towns are rather good seed beds of democracy at least and they
are quite a good way of adapting to the situation that is demanded by rapid
industrialization, drawing people in from the countryside.

I am leaving aside the city implosion, if I may, and going on to
the other thing that came out of this early discussion of the general aims
of the Pearson Commission Report. It was pointed out that in the Report the
ideal set for the under-developed world was self-sustaining growth and it
was questioned whether this was a reasonable ideal. It was' fairly generally
questioned, though again I noticed that a lot of people from the under-deve-
loped countries were quite prepared to settle for self-sustaining growth.
But one other suggestion that was made, and received a good deal of support,
was whether instead of having as your aim, as your ideal, self-sustaining
growth, you couldn't perhaps aim for the end of poverty and a sort of mini-
mum annual wage of *400 per head. This obviously had a great deal of attrac-
tion to a large number of people and I think we shall hear quite a bit more
about these alternative aims which fit in with the general belief in doing
something about the lowest quartile. What we are really trying to do I not
pushing people through a ceiling, but putting a decent floor under poverty.
The question will be then whether you can have some sort of stability in a
world in which the top quartile or the top third, to be exact, is going up-
wards fast and most of the rest, though at least above poverty, is not moving
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very fast. That's a political question which is going to have considerable
effect on our thinking.

In all of this, what I'm trying to do is to suggest some of the

academic input into general development thinking. I don't suggest for a
moment that they are ideas that we have not thought of in our own work here,
but I think these ideas are going to be of even more importance in the argu-
ment that lies ahead.

The other objectives of aid-for-development were that it should be
used to isolve specific problems and there was a good deal of talk about so-
cial growth. This aspect was hit off extremely well by Mr. McNamara's speech.
It was interestink that that part of the speech was in fact written before
any of the papers had begun to come in, but he did manage to catch the mood
of the conference really very well. One of the problems discussed was the
use of aid-for-development which would solve the problem of unemployment,
and there are a couple of papers that deal with that subject.

Another very considerable topic of discussion was what is called
structural change, which meant a very large number of different things but
under the title of structural change we had a discussion on the redistribu-
tion of both income and land in the less developed countries, with several
of the people from those countries making against the more radical Westerners
the point that it's no good emphasizing redistribution of wealth if you don't
have any wealth to redistribute; that if you're going to cut the pie more
egalitarianly, you must have an increasing and larger pie. I think that on
the whole that argument won through and there was a realization, possibly
for a quite small fringe, that redistribution and indeed even restructuring
is something that is helpful to a developing society if it is developing
but is no good for a static society and is indeed rather inclined to kill it.
This discussion tended to become most acute in the African area meeting.

There was a very interesting paper ("Structural Change", Document 8)
by Fin Egyptian called Amin written around this thesis: "Africa fara da se";
that Africa really will have to do its own thing, will have to develop itself,
and that it should do so by turning its back on the world which has treated
it very badly through bad trading, through slave trade, etc., etc. and should
develop itself from an agricultural, exporting continent dependent on world
trade, to being an industrialized, admittedly high cost country trading with
itself. I asked him and others asked him just how this particular trick was
going to be performed, but he wasn't at liberty to say. It appealed to quite
a lot of people, including particularly perhaps some of the developed people,
because of the Western sense of guilt about its trade policies. In talking
about restructuring, trade was really one of the things that almost every-
one agreed must be restructured. Most people agreed that, though they might
wish to go further, the recommendations of the Pearson Report on the restruc-
turing of trade were wise, practicable, and something that the richer coun-
tries could carry out very soon. There were two rather interesting and
rather radical interventions on this, both from the Westerners. Andre Philip's
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speech (leave aside his less good paper) tried to show the need for a com-
plete restructuring of world trade, for virtually the abolition of world
markets (the ordinary higgling of the market system) and instead to have an
arranged planned trade, particularly in commodities. At the same time he
put forward with considerable vigor and thought, the need for an agreement
on the part of the developed world to stop doing wholly absurd things like
exporting beet sugar to cane sugar producing countries. Coming from a French-
man, coming from an ex-French Minister, the ex-head of the OECD Development
Center and said with very considerable vigor, this had quite an impact. And
again I suspect this is something we shall be hearing more about; for in-
stance, UNCTAD will be coming back on this one before long.

There was another suggestion in the discussion of Philip's speech
which was that we, the rich countries should take a leaf out of the socialist
countries', the Counist countries', book by arranging for loans to be re-
paid in goods, an interesting idea that again I think we'll hear more of.

The other intervention on trade was by Harry Johnson, a Canadian,
who is professor now at the London School of Economics and he made a very
vigorous speech half attacking the Pearson Report for talking about our duty
towards our neighbor. That wasn't any good; what Johnson wanted was some-
thing simple like world government; his idea was that we really must get
rid of the nation-state because the nation-state's impact on trade was al-
most wholly bad. Again because of a really deep-relt sense of guilt about
our trade practices (Western trade practices) there was a strong feeling on
the part of almost all the participants that something really radical would
have to be done about trade. There are some fairly radical suggestions, in
the Pearson Report, and those I think will get a good deal of support. What
frankly vworries me is that though I'm sure they'll get some support, I don't
know how those sorts of political wishes, dreams, get translated into action.
Aid is now beginning to get a fairly good lobby, but the efforts to do some-
thing about trade haven't got a hope against the lobby for individual items:
the sugar lobby, the agricultural lobby in Europe, or the textile lobby in
many countries, and I just don't know how UNCTAD, which is a somewhat sickly
infant, is going to take on this Goliath.

Finally, in the last day at Williamsburg and for quite a lot of
the time at Columbia, we discussed various aspects of the aid relationship,
and it was this that was the theme of the conference of political types that
took place up at Montebello in Canada on Sunday and Monday. It became per-
fectly apparent, and that's no news, that one of the difficulties of all
developing countries, one of their problems, one of the things they feel
unhappy about, is their sense of dependency and the complaint against the
Pearson Report is that it didn't do much to alter the balance of power be-
tween rich and poor -- that at the end of the century the poor would still
be begging and the rich would still be giving. So how do you make for a
greater sense of power (and actual power) for the poorer nations? No one in
fact suggested that this increase in "Poor Power" was not a good idea. But
the suggestion about how to increase the power, the bargaining power of poor-
er countries, both in getting aid and in getting trade agreements, etc.,
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took up a good deal of the discussion. The most interesting paper on this
-- and it's a very interesting paper indeed -- is I.G. Patel's paper, in
which he argues that everything would be very much easier if only there
were less argument before the money changed hands. And he makes, as you
can imagine, a very good case for this indeed, and for maintaining a low
profile for the aid program of the West, of the rich countries. It was
also suggested at the conference that we richer countries should accept the
1% of Pearson and write it into our constitution and make it the beginning
of a world taxation system -- the point being that this money was owed, it
was not given as charity, it was not something that had to be begged for;
it was an amount which was due from the rich countries to the poor.

There Jere a lot of suggestions about how trade negotiations could
be made fairer between rich and poor countries, which I found very difficult
to believe in as practicable in the next decade or so. For instance there
was one suggestion from a professor at Columbia (eventually circulated as
a paper): his strategy was (1) the repudiation of any loans of high cost,
or (2) a decision to repay them only in local currency or in goods excluded
from the donor countries - (3) a planned disruption of raw material supplies
where they are relatively in elastic demand in the well developed countries,
(4) discrimination between suppliers of imports where together the LDC's
are a significant market, (5) coordinated expropriation of multi-national
corporations' investments, and (6) ,the coordinated switching of reserves
from currency to currency. This was not adopted but on the other hand I
think we shall get a little bit of that sort of flak for quite a time to
come. Certainly, if things go badly in the developing world, we Vill find
those who feel that having pleaded has not done them any good so let's use
arm-twisting; and when they come to arm-twisting they will not lack in ad-
visors, mostly from the North Atlantic community. No great progress was made
in this really rather crucial problem of the aid relationship, because of
the feeling on the part of most of those in responsible positions in the
donor world that they were not in a position to promise more, or even promise
steadily over a five-year period. There was a good deal of unhappiness about
this, but on the whole it's ny impression that this conference was left with
a feeling that the tension between donor and recipient was still pretty
strong, and unless there was a notable betterment either in the flow of re-
sources or betterment in the terms on which those resources flowed, we were
in for a long hot decade.

There was one other question that came up at the end which was how
to draw up a global strategy for an aid and development program. What was
agreed was that if there was going to be any auditing of development, it
ought to be an auditing of both the flow of resources from the rich as well
as the developmental progress of the poor, and there was even the radical
suggestion that the auditing of the efforts of the rich should be at least
watched by the poor. That is something I am sure we are going to hear a lot
more about, and that there will be a real attempt to take the auditing of
the rich countries' erforts out of the hands solely of the DAC; and all of
this will get a certain amount of support from at least some of the smaller
donors in the DAC.
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There is another similar suggestion that, taking the Jackson
Report as its basis, more and more aid should be fed through the United
Nations organizations, because the United Nations organizations are run on
a one nation, one vote system and not as the World Bank and the IMF are,
on weighted voting which favors the richer countries. This was not said
with much ill will. It was really based on a feeling that the World Bank
was run by the richer countries in the interest of the poorer countries as
defined by the richer countries. There was a desire to see if one couldn't
get more of the definition of what they wanted from the poorer countries.
At least, it was an idea that more ought to be done through the General As-
sembly of the United Nations and perhaps slightly less around this august
table. Again I must say that I found, not just in private, that the majority
of responsible officials from the under-developed world were quite dubious
about this because they have not found the World Bank too bad and they have
not always found the U.N. living up to their expectations of it. But, from
the point of view of the sort of image of the Bank which we keep locked up
in ny Department, I think we've got to do something about emphasizing the
partnership side of our work, and I suspect we'll have to do it above all
in those countries where we have not so far had a great deal of contact.

It was with these things ringing in our ears that the ministers
disappeared up to Canada, and I think over the next six or seven months
there is going to be some attempt to fulfill the last of the recommendations
in the Pearson Report, which is that there should be something called the
World Development Conference or an International Development Council or what
have you, which in some form will take an overall look at how the development
process is going during the decade and will comment on the inputs from the
rich as well as the outputs from the poorer countries.

I am sorry to have gone on so long and I would like to apologize
to those people vho were at the Conference and who probably don't recognize
it. This was Mr conference that I went to and I'm sure everyone had a dif-
ferent conference of their own.

Question: In view of the fact that it stated one reason the less deve-
loped countries remain less developed was due to their rapid population growth,
did anyone in the conference make the rather harsh suggestion that aid should
be linked with an adequate population control plan?

Mr. Clark: No, but several people made the suggestion that it should not
be. This remains one of the things mi which the sensitivity of the recipients
is very, very great and must be respected and we're in a very difficult posi-
tion about this one. Let me speak absolutely frankly about it. There is
always a question when Mr. McNamara is speaking whether he should say anything
about it or not. For the sake of happy sleep, certainly say nothing; for the
sake of actually getting development, certainly the point needs to be driven
home every now and again. The difficult problem that we have is to try and
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get the drive for population control seeming to come from, and actually
coming from, the developing countries themselves. This is very difficult.
I hold way-out radical views about population control which are not yet on
the surface, but I think that our first duty now is to get the extremely
moderate and inadequate measures that one proposes officially accepted by
the larger and poorer countries. Then perhaps we can go on to what Vill be
adequate.

Question: You said that the representatives of less developed countries

were rather more realistic than the Westerners helping them. How represen-
tative do you think they are of their bureaucracies or of their people?

V

Mr. Clark: A good question which I can't give a Gallup poll answer to,
but I would say this: Responsible has two meanings. It means first an
attitude of mind and second a position of trust, and I think the two tend
to go together. In other words, just as all Presidents of the United States
are in favor of aid, so on the whole all Ministers in less developed coun-
tries are in favor of getting on with the richer part of the world so as to
receive benefits that they know they need. But the idea of self-reliance,
which is the current slogan in Tanzania, has a very considerable appeal,
right throughout Africa, and I think a wholly good one. Because becoming
dependent on aid is bad; it's bad for the country's morale; it's very likely
to distort its economy. This does not mean that aid should be cut off by
the donor or by the recipient; it does mean that it should be regarded as
an element, as one input, along with the mobilization of domestic resources
and so on. But anything that can be done by us to make it apparent that
aid is earned, is deserved, and is not a form of charity, is very helpful
to this essential political process of making the countries feel self-reliant.
I know from having lived through the Marshall Plan in Britain how extremely
anti-donor one feels when you're really dependent on aid. And it does not
make for good aid relationship nor for a good development program when there's
that strong sense of reliance on aid as opposed to self-reliance.

Question: What do you think could be done to make the Nixon Administra-
tion adopt these goals of the Pearson Commission?

Mr. Clark: I've always thought that the Job of an English head of the
Information Department is to convince the other two-thirds of the world,
but not the United States. To be serious -- I think that what one wants
to do is to concentrate on those phrases in the Nixon state of the world
speech that say "we accept the importance of the goal of effective develop-
ment", and then they go on to say, "but not an arbitrary level for the flow
of resources". Let's concentrate on the fact that they do say that they
are really interested in the matter of effective development. I had an
argument with a Senator and a Congressman two nights ago in which I simply
said how delighted T was with this statement since I presumed that they put
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effective aid so high that they expected it would probably be more than 1%.
more like 2%, of the GNP which would have to go into aid. Somehow or other
they didn't agree. The answer on this is, I believe -- if I may . . I
presume I'm off the record, and if I may speak in my host country freely --
I don't believe American aid is going to get better inside about three years.
It's going to probably get worse, indeed. And I think that our objective in
the aid world -- T don't mean particularly in the Bank -- is to be able to

carry on during a long dry summer from Washington, and I think that in this

way we shall be able to carry on and McNamara's leadership in this is very,
very important. But how America will become convinced of the necessity of
more aid I am not quite sure. Two things are likely to happen; there is
likely to be a rzcognition that you can't solve the problems at home alone,
that you are part of an invisible web that runs right through the world;
and secondly, I suspect that America will get over the feeling of frustra-
tion which characterizes a great deal of its external relations at the moment
and that the generosity which was shown in the past will revive. Finally,
I don't believe there's a damn thing people like us can do about it.

Question: I attended the Williamsburg session of this conference. I
didn't get up to hear the great minds at Columbia which followed, but there
were a few points that have not been mentioned that I thought might be of
interest. I concentrated mostly on the Southeast Asian area, which I suppose
is fairly tranquil as compared with perhaps Africa or some of the other areas.
There was a considerable discussion as to whether Taiwan and South Korea
belong in Southeast Asia, because of the obvious difference in economic per-
formance of those two countries compared with some of the others in that
part of the world. Most of the discussion in that section was on the question
of commodity stabilization, and so on. There was considerable discussion
also in the Southeast Asia area on the role of private foreign investment.
I don't know whether Mr. Clark referred to that. I was rather surprised at
the criticism - some of it quite vehement - of the role of international
companies in the under-developed countries. Most of this, in fact most of
the criticism I heard, came from people from the Western countries with
moderate, varying degrees of vehemence at the role of those companies that
allegedly are not only exploiting, but even perhaps holding back, the tech-
nical development of the less developed countries. I took issue with this
myself. I did make the point that I thought that some of the under-developed
countries were giving too liberal incentives and that one area where they
might get together is in working out some common code of incentives for
private foreign investment. There was one other point, then I'll stop, that
struck a responsive note with me. It was a remark made by Mabul Huk that
instead of thinking up so many new gimmicks and taking so many diverse views
of what constitutes economic and social progress, we should try to make the
old ones work.

Mr. Clark: Thank you. I vent to all the African meetings and we never
discussed private investment once. It is an interesting point, that.
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I suspect it was because there isn't much American private investment in

Africa and most of the people who discussed it in your group I think were
Americans.

Question: Could you say something on the auditing aspect of development
in the LDC's?

Mr. Clark: What I meant by audit, which was the phrase which was used a
t;ood deal of the time, was roughly what we mean by our country economic
reports. It is in fact seeing how development is going. But there is also

a second element in this, which is how much aid of a concessionary kind, on
what terms, with what strings, etc., has been fed in. If a country like
India could claim that its lack of progress or relative lack of progress was
due to a shortfall in the funds it had asked for, this should be listened
to.

Question: I would like to address myself to one of the new gimmicks,
the Horowitz Plan. I was wondering; I don't know very much about it. I
think the basic idea is simplicity itself. I feel that perhaps in countries
like in the United States the Horowitz Plan may be the solution to the prob-
lem because actually the money would be raised on the capital market, which
in the United States happens to be very highly developed. What considera-
tion has been given to doing this on a rather large scale and supporting
just the difference between a concessionary interest and the commercial in-
terest, which should be a much smaller outflow of physical money?

Mr. Clark: The answer is, to your direct question, "What has been done
about the Horowitz Plan?", a version of the Horowitz Plan is included (after
a good deal of blood, sweat and tears) in the Pearson Report. It is now
being considered, and wild horses wouldn't drag from me what the answer is
going to be because I don't know. Hoever, I can tell you what I hope which
is that some version of it is adopted, because I agree with you in thinking
that this is a way of mobilizing more resources. On the other hand, people
who know a very great deal more than I do about money markets allege that
it might cause them a terrible shock. I would only say that I have found
that money markets do get over terrible shocks quite quickly. There was some
discussion at Williamsburg and Columbia about the debt problem. Certainly
casting its shadow over all discussions of the developing world today is
the debt burden. We certainly didn't get very far with it at Williamsburg
and I think it's significant that we didn't discuss it very effectively,
because it is not an economic problem; it is a political problem. Someone
is going to have to address themselves to it in the course of 1970. Yes,
I mean in the course of this year.

Question: . . . poverty and to a large extent a matter of relativity
and you cannot isolate these things at all. So I am wondering if the group
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in which you have been a member had discussed that subject: how to increase
the knowledge of the people who are a part of this group in the poverty
of the developing countries and of the developed countries, as well in order
to increase the information.

Mr. Clark: We didn't discuss that very much. Really one of the few
references made to it was by Paul Hoffman, who said, with an icy glance
in my direction, that he thought that all that had gone wrong in the 60's
was that people didn't realize how much progress had been made because of
the poor efforts of information departments. What we concentrated on in
this conference wbs how to get a decent human standard of life for the very
great majority of people. I don't think that anyone who'd been at this
conference could fail to recognize a burning feeling on the part of rich
and poor, of intellectuals and of myself that there was a real obligation
on us all to try and put this floor under poverty, in the decade, in the
1970's.

Question: . . . said that politicians in the poor countries would like
to have more power to be able to talk to the rich countries on an equal
basis. With the expanded UNDP do you think they will have a better hearing?

Mr. Clark: The difficulty is that UNDP, unlike UNCTAD, isn't really an
advocate for the poor countries, as UNCTAD under Prebisch became; it has,
in Paul Hoffman, a very eloquent pleader in the court of the rich countries
for the case of the poorer countries. But the great genius of Prebisch was
that he managed to make UNCTAD a voice for, and a pressure group for, the
7T poorest nations. I don't think UNDP has ever become quite that. It is
essentially a plea on behalf of the poor, rather than a plea by the poor,
and I'm a little inclined to be in favor of pleas by the poor because I

m myself a bit of a radical in that I think that if the poor countries
do rattle their doors a bit, it is going to have a certain effect. If
they overplay their hand, they are very likely to find themselves thrown
back on their heels, but I think in fact that such progress as was made
by the two UNCTAD meetings, was made quite largely because of the pressures
of the 77, and I would like to see UNCTAD have another go, but I confess
to be very gloaW about UNCTAD's possibilities.

Question: One way of financing development has always been the printing
of money, and next door they have started a scheme to finance an increase
in volume of world transactions with an increased use of money that's newly
created. I would have thought the Special Drawing Rights would figure as
an issue at this conference. Were they?

Mr. Clark: SDR's were discussed quite often, but the reason that it wasn't
a hot issue at Williamsburg was because there isn't a great deal to say beyond
the fact, which was said by many people, that there ought to be some link
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between SDR's and IDA (or same form of aid) and once that has been said,
you simply run into what was really at the back of all our debate about
power -- who runs this world's economy, and in whose interests? The answer
in both cases is the Group of Ten, not even the IMF.

Question: If questions are permitted from your own department: Was
there any discussion at the conference indicating that ways are trying to
be developed for transfer of capital to the less developed countries which
would avoid undesirable balance of payments effects? This is not, I think,
part of the Pearson Report. I do think, however, that it's a major factor
holding down flows o, assistance and a major reason why the 1% target neither
is being reached now or is impossible of being reached in the near future
in the absence of such measures.

Mr. Clark: T think on the balance of payments side of affairs, nearly
always the poor countries made the point that really no money stayed with
them. Money lent by the rich countries to them or granted to them flowed
back to the rich countries straight avay. All under-developed countries
have a balance of payments problem. There wasn't anyone, except perhaps
Mr. Hannah in his public speeches, who was able to make the point that in
the United States in particular there is a rather considerable fear of
balance of payments consequences from aid.

One of the difficulties about this conference was that it
was to some extent a trade union of aiders, because even the ministers who
were there were ministers of development -- the Minister of Overseas Develop-
ment, Judith Hart from Britain, John Hannah from the United States. We
didn't have David Kennedy, we didn't have Roy Jenkins, we didn't have the
Winance Ministers who are the people who are really concerned with balance
of payments and the SDR's and so on. But that is one of the difficulties,
and it is one of the difficulties about the Canadian meeting that in fact,
if you are going to set up an international system for auditing aid, etc.,
you may be sure that the finance ministers are going to have their thumb
well and truly in the weighing machine, and they weren't represented at
this particular meeting. And the old idea that Ministers always speak for
fellow members of the Cabinet has not been true for many a long year.

Question; Is there any particular reason why they could not have had
David Kennedy there? Is there any effort being made, either through this
conference or otherwise, to cool or shorten the long, hot summer, because
it seems to me you were preaching to the converted.

Mr. C2ark: Not enough, you're perfectly right, I think, and it's an
admirable question. No, what's wrong at the moment is that we are talking
to ourselves too much of the time, but one of the things that we have to
do is establish our own basis reasonably, effectively to go out and talk
to other people, and at the moment we are in some disarray. I think the
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most valuable thing about the Pearson Report was not that it extended man's
knowledge but that it provided a sort of solid base on which men of goodill
(and League of Women Voters of goodwill) could bring pressure to bear on
their Congressmen, etc. This is probably the way that we are going to do
it, not really by addressing pressure directly on ministers of finance,
for instance, but rather by getting some agrtement amongst ourselves about
what is necessary and by making it clear ip most countries, including
eventually this one, that there is popular support for aid. And I would
just say that in Britain I really think the fact that we've moved off that
frozen position of saying we can't alter our aid program is quite largely
due to the pressures partly generated and partly released by the Pearson
Commissiqp.

This Conference was a way of bringing the universities around the
world into the act, and it was more than half successful -- that is, it did
make then realiue the advantages of advocating the possible. I'm going to
close by rading a note I wrote at a very depressed moment on the first day
when everyone was saying that everything was impossible. I wrote down
as follows: "Economics is the art of the impossible; development is the
science of the implausible; econometrics is the language of the ineffable".
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After speaking about the prospects for Development in the

Third World during the '70.s Mr. Clark concluded by describing the

role of the World Bank]

"What will the World Bank do faced with this situation of

two-thirds of the world underdeveloped, ill-fed and underemployed? Why

indeed should a World Bank do anything? The World Bank is not an

ordinary Bank, in the Bonnie & Clyde tradition, its full name is the

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, and since the

post-war job of reconstruction has ended, it has been becoming, more and

more completely, a Development Agency.

But it does retain many of the characteristics and strengths of a

Bank. It lends money; it does not give it away. And since it wishes

to make sure that it is repaid it only lends for projects which are

economically sound and likely to have a high rate of return to the country

whose Government has guaranteed the loan and will have to repay it.

Our investment decisions are taken on the same prudent basis as

other banks, the basis is a belief that greater productivity and so

profitability is what we aim at. But unlike ordinary commercial decisions

we do not just aim at maximising profits. Our cheap loans (made without

interest under the International Development Association) are directed to

the poorest countries, where the chances of big returns are small, and the

chances of failure are greater.

We take these riskier opportunities because that is our mandate, that

is our business - to help where help is most needed, to invest resources
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where those resources are least easily obtainable. In fact to reverse, to a

small degree, the downward economic spiral whereby the poor become poorer,

while the rich become more embarrassed. But even in the poorest countries

we do not give the money away without thought of return, the projects that

we finance are examined just as carefully to ensure that they do fully

benefit the recipient country.

The real problem that the Bank faces in its development tasks is

how to combine prudence and profitability with the solid grass roots

development of thNe country. It was easy in our earlier days to show that

a big dam would produce power,which would supply industry that would earn

profits; that sort of investment is conventionally bankable. It is much

harder to demonstrate the prudence of loans for family planning; for

producing vegetable protein as an artificial additive to diets; for

building a non-modern factory that substitutes labour for machinery; even

for building schools in remote towns of Africa.

Yet more and more clearly we are beginning to see at the Bank that

the only really prudent investments are those ihich contribute to the overall

development of the community, or which help to set free the community from

the fetters which are preventing its development and economic growth. It is

not prudent to invest in "viable" projects set in bankrupt countries or

disintegrating societies. It is for these reasons that even hard headed

Bankers are looking beyond the simple goal of increasing G.N.P. towards

social goals such as the wider more equitable distribution of income, or the

prevention of festering urban slums.

We are also beginning to see more clearly what are the fetters which

hold back the less developed countries today, though it is harder to see how

to strike them free.

There has been a great ecological shift in the past 20 years, which we

call the population explosion. As a result of medical advances the very high
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death rates in the Third World (the poorer countries) were rapidly reduced;

the birth rates remain constant. As a result nearly a billion human beings

have been added to the Third World. This is the single most

powerful brake in slowing down the economic progress of the peoples in

the Third World. These extra mouths need more food, these extra bodies

need more clothing, more housing, more schools, more tools for work;

and if they are not supplied the standards of life, instead of rising

with expectations, fall. In spite of the steady growth during the

Development Decade in the gross production of the Third World there are

today more illiterates, more bodies stunted by malnutrition, more

unemployed, in brief more human misery than there was in 1960.

If we are going to invest wisely in the Third World we must

strike at the roots of under-development, or at least help the peoples

of that poorer world to get free of the shackles that tie them down.

We must encourage and assist those who wish to limit their

population. We must help in every way to ensure that nutrition is:

adequate, particularly in childhood when irreversible damage to body and

brain can so easily be caused by faulty diet. We must in all our attempts

to secure economic growth for the nations, try to ensure also economic

justice for the peoples, so that all may participate in the progress by

working for it and thus sharing in its fruits.

I know this sounds Utopian. I know it sounds as though we were

the Headquarters of World Government, not of the World Bank. I can almost

hear the grumbles from the providers of Bank funds; this is not Bankerly,

it is not prudent, it is too grandiose, it is wasteful. And from the

recipients that there is too much interference; too many enquiries, too

high an interest rate, not enough generosity. In brief a capitalist,

imperialist plot to reimpose colonialism.
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But, I believe, this criticism can be answered, and that we can

fulfil our proper role as a World Development Bank. It will not be

grandiose, it will be only an assisting role to the developing countries

who will supply three quarters of the effort necessary themselves. It is

not imprudent to invest in and help two thirds of the human race; to

stand aside secure in our affluence would be the greatest folly. It is

not wasteful to help the majority of mankind to make their way of life

viable; agriculture, nutrition, education for jobs and jobs for production,

these are the real infra-structure of a developing, progressive society.

It is true that we are interfering, and rigid in our standards, but

I think we have shown to those we have assisted that it is their development,

according to their ideals which we are seeking to assist. If we are

pernickety about waste - and we are - it is becauseour resources are

limited and the poorer the country the less it can afford waste.

In all of this the essential is that we should prove to the recipient

that our only objective is to secure their economic development - not our

trade advantage, not our political advantage, not even their alliance. Here

the World Bank has a great advantage over bilateral donors because all our

recipients are members of the Bank just as the donors are. Our Charter

instructs us to assist the economic welfare of all our members.

I do not believe that multilateral aid will replace bilateral aid; but

I do believe that multilateral aid may take the lead in devising new ways

of giving reality to the old ideal of One World. I hope that the World

Bank with the support of the most successful economies in all history behind it,

may be able to lead the whole world towards a proper use of our planet's

limited resources for the benefit of all its inhabitants.
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All of us who are concerned with the dissemination of that instant

history called public information, must sometimes wonder what this period

will be known as in the history books. The Space Age? The American

Century? The time of the Planetary Probes? The Cybernetic Period? The

Electronic Era? The Nuclear Age?

I doubt whether any of these names will stick, because they affect

such a small number of the planet's population. What concerns the great

majority of mankind is the struggle against poverty and hunger. For this

reason we shall probably find that looking back on this time from the

21st Century, it will appear as the Development Era; the age in which the

majority of mankind sought to share the affluent mastery over nature that

a minority had achieved.

But we are a very long way from realizing the importance and significance

of the Development Era, or the Development Decade. At our recent Joint

Annual Meeting of the World Bank and International Monetary Fund, the majority

of the speakers were primarily concerned with development, but you could never

have guessed it from the coverage in the Press, radio and television. For the

World Press the story was the battle of the dollar, fought out in the Group
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of Ten - the ten richest nations -; the battle for development amongst the

hundred poorer nations got scant attention in the World Press and media, which

have their base amongst the Group of Ten.

There is nothing sinister in this, but there is a lot that is dangerous.

We are all of us in Europe, and particularly in North America, living not in

a fool's paradise, but in a fool's purgatory -- worrying to death about our

parochial problems of affluence, ignoring the broader world problems of

deprivation and poverty.

It is this provincialism which I wish to gain your support in combatting;

continental provincialism perhaps, but in view of our world responsibilities

as world citizens, provincialism nonetheless. It is provincial to think in

purely European terms, or purely African terms, or Asian terms, or Western

Hemisphere terms. We must think not merely in terms of the Third World or the

Industrialized World, but in terms of the Whole World which we have to live in

today and tomorrow.

But, you may very well ask, why should we worry about the state of

economic affairs in Nigeria, or Cambodia, or Colombia? What concern is it of

ours, of those of us who are dealing with the very considerable problems of the

industrialized world? And if it is our concern in theory, what do we, as

publicists, actually say to our publics that will interest them?

It is not enough to run occasional special features on the poorer coun-.

tries; reminders merely that they do also exist. It is necessary that in our

holding up of a mirror to the world we do show continuously that we are part

of a world that includes a majority who are primarily concerned with breaking

the bonds of their poverty; that this must concern us as we consider joining

the Common Market, or holding together the Commonwealth, or maintaining our
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domestic agriculture, or increasing our export trade. We must be concerned

because the needy nations are part, the major part, of our world; to neglect

them is not only immoral, it is very imprudent. What we overlook may overtake

us, and hurt us.

But as any news editor knows, only what will hurt us and hurt us soon

is real news. Is the public we deal with so inoculated against the gigantic

disasters of the future, and indifferent to the dreary dreadfulness of life

for most of mankind today, that only catastrophes on an East Pakistan scale

will rouse us to action?

I do not think that the readers and viewers of the West are so heartless;

but they do turn their hearts to stone when they feel that the situation is

hopeless, beyond the remedy of their own effort. It is here, I believe, that

those of us who are involved with the information media need to act if we

wish, to see that the Second Development Decade is not a disastrous and

dangerous failure. We need to act to ensure that the public recognizes first

that (in the words of the Chancellor of the Exchequer) "the fact that there

are still millions of human beings existing in a state of degradation is an

affront to our ideals and makes a mockery of our civilization," and secondly

that in the words of Mr. Lester Pearson "world poverty is something that can

be overcome".

It is here that the Press, television and films are of crucial importance.

They can get us out of our provincial rut, and show us the world as it really

is, and is becoming. They can show us the problems we need to face, and show

us the solutions outlined for those problems in the strategy for D.D.II. In

that way we can avoid the sense of despair that so often makes people turn

their backs on the future and seek comfort in the illusion of a permanent

present.
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What are the problems that we need to be faced with? First of all

Population growth. We need to be reminded constantly that we are not dealing

with a static problem in development. We are dealing with a constantly growing

number of people who need to be fed, clothed and employed. At the beginning

of the First Development Decade there were about 2.03 billion people in the

developing world, at the end of the second decade there will be about 3.37

billion. In a century there will almost certainly be 9.6 billion.

These fearsome prospects often seem to freeze people into horrified

inaction. Yet these statistics will be fulfilled, indeed if we do not work

very much harder at population control they will be more than fulfilled. If

we are realistic we must plan for a developing world of 3.25 billion people

in 1980, and we need to be reminded of this all the time so that we cannot

say "we will turn our attention to development as soon as we have dealt with

our own more urgent problems". If we are to survive nothing is more urgent

that this problem of the world's multiplying poor.

Can we feed them? The answer today seems to be 'yes' - because of the

work two decades ago which resulted in the Green Revolution. If that work

had been put off because of more urgent things we might be seeing today on

our television screen the famines which C.P. Snow has foretold.

Even so the world nutritional scene is far from cheerful. The F.A.0.

estimates that there are 300 million children in the world today who are being

deprived of their full genetic inheritance by malnutrition. This is one of

the horror stories of our world today that should be better publicised, along

with the careful estimate that it would cost only about L3 a year per child
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to remedy these nutritional deficiencies, and save hundreds of millions of

children from irreversible damage to their bodies and minds.

It used to be said by the anti-Malthusians that "with every mouth to feed,

God sends a pair of hands to work". Today mouths are being fed by the labour

of less and less pairs of hands, so that another feature of the developing

world we live with is millions of idle hands. According to ILO estimates

unemployment in the LDCs runs between 20-25%.

A quarter of the labour force without work, that is another horror story

we need to know, but only in the context of their being something we can do

about it -- in this case fulfilling the promises of the Decade strategy on

investment and trade.

To sum up:

- The real world crisis today is the rapid expansion of population in the

poorest nations of the world.

- We, in the richer nations, need to know the extent of this crisis, its

tragedy and its shame for us who bear responsibility for the

organization to the world economy.

- The Information Media have an opportunity, and a duty, to bring this

crisis into our homes and our lives, so that we cannot ignore it.

- But with every mouth prophesying doom, there needs to be a pair of

hands that will do something about it.

- The only plan to do something for the majority of mankind is the Second

Development Decade Strategy. It needs to be publicized as the crisis

plan for an increasingly urgent situation.
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It needs to be made clear that the Decade Strategy is the minimum

action necessary to shape up an increasingly lopsided world. If

carried out in full it may just save us from disaster; if we are

content to fall just a little below the target then the launching

of D.D.II will be the launching of a mighty ship that almost, but

not quite, floated.
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I am speaking on behalf of Mr. McNamara who regrets that his
obligations to the membership of the Bank, in this week which sees
the close of our financial year and the presentation of his budget
for the next, do not permit his absence from Washington, even for
a short time.

He has asked me to address the Council in his place, stressing,
as he would, the importance of the decisions which you will take
this summer, particularly on issues that are literally a matter of
life or death for millions of human beings, as well as the imperative
need for the community of nations to assist the poorest countries,
the principal victims of the present economic situation.

Many will agree that, this year, the UN stands at a crossroads as
it lays the groundwork for a New International Economic Order. The
results of the deliberations in the Council and in the Special Session
will determine, perhaps for years to come, the direction in which the
UN will move to help its poorer members overcome their current immense
difficulties and its capacity to contribute to an improvement of the
economic prospects for all nations. But we cannot deal with everything
in a few short weeks. The advice on priorities which this Council will
give to the General Assembly should be the strategic plan for the UN
attack on World Poverty.

I would like to suggest that four issues deserve the most careful
and urgent attention on the part of the Council and of the Assembly.

FOOD

First, to live man must eat. Food is at the centre of our concern
for survival and for development. Smomentum of the World Food
Conference must not be lost. The food situation of many countries
is likely to worsen in the short run, no matter what investment decisions
are made now and in the longer run unless the right policy and investment
decisions are made very soon. We estimate that, while world f od demands
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will rise by 3.6% per annum, annual growth in food production on present
projections may not exceed 2.6%. A sustained and coordinated effort
by both food deficit and food surplus countries is indispensable if
the number of persons in the Third World suffering from inadequate
nutrition or threatened by periodic famine conditions - there are at
least b6O million of them today - is not to increase still further.
This is truly a critical issue.

The World Bank, for its part, has been steadily increasing its
financial support of agricultural projects designed to improve food
production levels in developing countries . In addition, it has been
actively involved in setting up the Consultative Group for Food Production
and Investment in Developing Countries which last year's World Food
Conference asked the Bank, FAO and UNDP to organize and which will
hold an inaugural meeting two weeks from now. The Bank is a cosponsor
and a donor member of the Consultative Group for International Agri-
cultural Research, which organizes financial support for 12 international
agricultural research centers, and whose work is directed to increasing
the yields of major food commodities. I hardly need say that we look
forward to working in harness with the proposed World Food Fund which
is now attracting significant financial support, including that from
developing countries in a position to assist.

RURAL POVERTY

But even if the food surplus countries produced enough food to
meet the needs of the world in a statistical sense, the poorest countries
(they are also the hungriest) would still be unable to purchase the food
they require or to organize and finance the distribution of massive food
imports. Consequently, a priority item for our consideration should
be the attack on rural poverty especially in the lowest income countries
where low output per acre is a major cause of both the world food
problem and the most devastating poverty. Few developing countries
today have a coherent food production policy or an effective strategy
for rural development. It is imperative that national food production
policies be reviewed if we are ever to arrive at a reasonable planetary
strategy, and nothing less tha such a strategy will do. As you know,
the attack on rural poverty is central to the Bank's concerns, and the
report of our operations in the last financial year will show that this
attack has already been mounted.

EDUCATION

While most developing countries have in the recent past emphasized
investment in education, there are signs that this effort may be losing
momentum. The number of illiterates in developing countries is not
falling. This may be because much investment in education has been
misdirected. There has been a concentration of resources on higher
education and other high-cost institutions. Often the standards
adopted have been inappropriate for inculcating the basic skills
needed to enable the mass of the population to participate in the
development process. The education system should develop skills
responsive to a country's needs at all levels. Non-formal basic
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education aimed at special groups with minimum learning needs and
carried out through restructured primary schools or non-formal
programs must become an important supplement to the formal education
system. Unless developing countries act now, with the support of the
international community, to increase and redirect their educational
activities in the light of their development needs, they will enter
the next century with their potentially most productive resources -
their people - badly prepared and doomed to live in poverty and
ignorance.

,,The Bank's operations in the education sector reflect these new
concerns. A number of recent projects, described in this year's Annual
Report, incorporate approaches and techniques designed to help the mass
of the people become active and efficient agents of their country's
development.

IETAIT AND NUTRITION

One of the most critical subjects for consideration is health and
nutrition. Disease, inadequate nutrition, poverty and a high birth
rate are mutually reinforcing. Those who are poorly fed are most
vulnerable to disease. The economic costs of ill health and inadequate
nutrition - a reduction in the labor force, impairment of efficiency
and lowered productivity and the waste of resources - are only
beginning to be realized. And yet, the reduction of these economic
costs is less a matter of expense, even in the poorest countries, than
of the design of appropriate nutrition programs and health delivery
services. Health services need to be redesigned to emphasize, not
curative measure4 but preventive and environmental measures available
at low costs to the mass of the population.

The World Bank is paying a great deal more attention to health
aspects of the projects it finances and is drawing heavily on the
experience and expert advice of the IO in this sector.

* * * * * * * *

TRANSFER OF RESOURCES

The developing countries, and, most particularly the poorest,
cannot hope to tackle these fundamental problems effectively without a
significant improvement in the amounts and quality of the resources
they receive from the more affluent countries. Mr. McNamara has
repeatedly urged, in public and in private, that a larger transfer of
resources from the developed to the developing countries is not only
indispensable but possible. He has also made clear that, in his
judgment, substantial additional resources could be used productively
by the developing countries. The urgency of improving the aid per-
formance of the more affluent countries is indeed confirmed by recent
studies by World Bank staff showing that movement of prices, volume
of trade, inflation and other trends affecting concessional aid during



the last two years have slowed up the march of economic progress in
all but a very few developing countries, and in some have created an
atmosphere of defeat, despair and retreat.

We in the World Bank, taking into account these persistent and
adverse forces and the target growth rate of 6% endorsed by the
General Assembly for the Second Development Decade, have estimated
the resource requirements of LO developing countries for which we have
detailed data. This group comprises 11 countries with a GNP per
capita below $200 (including several of the largest countries) and
29 countries whose per capita GNP exceeds that figure. For the
group as a whole, our findings indicate that external capital flows
would have to bp at least $50 billion per year for the next five years
if the 6% target were to be met. This $50 billion per year must
compare with the $29 billion of external capital which is likely to
be available under current plans. True, we do estimate that by 1980
$21 billion of this flow will be on highly concessional terms. Yet
the ravages of inflation are almost certain to make this $21 billion
worth less to the recipients in the developing world than the $16
billion they receive in concessional aid today.

Faced with these prospects, it would seem to be a matter of urgency
that the economically-advanced countries of the OECD and Eastern
Europe, together with those members of OPEC experiencing or expecting
large financial surpluses, should forge a new consensus and demonstrate
a new sense of commitment on capital-transfer targets. The existing
volume targets, expressed as percentages of GNP, have played a useful
role. Several governments have committed themselves to meet the
targets within the Decade. But the targets have clearly not attracted
the necessary political support in most of the larger industrial countries.
And they are almost irrelevant to the circumstances of the net oil-
exporting countries with small populations and substantial financial
surpluses whose ability to assist other developing countries is determined
by factors quite different from those affecting governments that depend
on budgetary allocations from the proceeds of taxes to finance their
ODA programs.

One element in a new consensus might be agreement on a geographical
target designed to correct the gross imbalance that now exists between
Ineed" - measured by any standard - and receipts of concessional aid.
For example, all, or at least some substantial proportion, of highly-
concessional bilateral aid might be allocated to the poorest countries
according to population. This would do much to improve the prospects
of those countries which, on present projections, can expect either
insignificant growth or no growth at all in per capita income during the
next five years.

The case for making some effort along these lines is strengthened
by a closer examination of the situation of the poorest countries -
those with less than $200 per year per capita income in 1975 - as it
emerges from the Bank's analysis to which I referred earlier. If
one considers the developing countries as a whole, one's first reaction
might well be that it would be wholly unreasonable to expect that the



gap between what is needed to meet reasonable growth targets and what
is likely to be available as concessional aid - a gap of at least
$21 billion per year - could be filled. But on a closer examination,
it seems that no more than $2.4 billion per year of additional conces-
sional external resources would be required to raise the growth rates
of the poorest countries to somewhere between 4% and 6%; on favorable
assumptions, as little as $1.6 billion would be needed. This amount,
I suggest, is entirely manageable for the international community.
I suggest further that meeting this limited target for increased resource-
transfers to the poorest countries should be made the immediate first
priority for governments in a position to provide concessional development
assistance.

TRADE

On the other hand, however much the allocation and amount of ODA may
be improved by adoption of new assistance targets, it is unlikely that
the very sizable additional capital requirements of the middle and higher-
income developing countries can be met entirely by ODA. Nor is it
necessary that they should. There are other ways of helping those
countries to continue their development at the rates most of them have
achieved in recent years. Many of these countries can afford to
borrow on intermediate, or even conventional, terms to finance productive
investments. For nearly all these countries the proper strategy must
be - and I believe that this is a point on which there is very wide
consensus - to increase their export earnings, to enable them to finance
directly larger import programs that will support a reasonable growth
rate, and to strengthen their capacity to service additional debt.

The success of such a strategy will, of course, depend heavily on
the industrial countries of the OECD and Eastern Europe. For many years
to come, these countries are bound to remain the markets for the great
bulk of the manufactured goods and raw and semi-processed materials
exported from the developing countries. The gates of these markets must
remain open and welcoming towards the developing world.

At the same time because the OECD countries remain fundamentally in
the strongest position to assist financially, it is to the public funds
of those countries that the developing countries must continue to look
for financial support to achieve at least minimally decent rates of per
capita growth in the next few years.

In the face of the needs of the developing countries for external
resources, the World Bank is determined to increase its own contribution.

First, some members of the World Bank are considering the establishment
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of an interest subsidizing fund to subsidize World Bank loans. It is hoped
arrangements will be made soon for this new facility - the so-called
Third Window - to provide funds at the concessional rate of 4.5%,
midway between the rates of the Bank and of IDA. We hope that, in
addition to the 11 countries, industrialised and oil-exporting countries,
who have already offered contributions to this interest subsidy fund,
other contributors will make it possible for the Third Window to provide
$1 billion in assistance over and above other World Bank operations.
Because these funds are, in any event, limited, eligibility criteria
will tend to favor developing countries with annual per capita incomes
of less than $375. The need for some flexibility in the criteria is,

however, recognized. We expect that the operations of the Third Window
will bring about some redistribution of other Bank group financing to
both the poorest and the middle and higher income developing countries.

Second, we intend to raise the level of the Bank's lending program,
both in nominal and in real terms. We plan to lend approximately $4o
billion in the five years 1976-1980. This means, in real terms, a 58%
increase in the level of commitments over the previous five-year period
and a 153% increase over the preceditS five-year period before that,
rY 66-70.

Finally, we shall soon be starting negotiations for the next -
the fifth - replenishment of IDA. The fourth replenishment provided
IDA with commitment authority of $l.5 billion to June 30, 1977, and
by then it is expected that IDA'. available resources will be fully
committed. It is essential, given the unprecedented needs of the
poor countries, that governments move decisively and in good time to
assure replenishment adequate to the needs.

As I indicated at the beginning of this statement, your session
is critically important for the future of all international efforts
in the field of development and, indeed, for the future of the United
Nations pganization itself. This is the time for the Council to
establish priorities and to lay down guidelines that will determine
to a great extent the direction and the effectiveness of the action
of all the members of the UN system in the years ahead. The World
Bank cannot but express the hope that, in dealing with the critical
issues on its agenda, the Council will give the greatest possible
weight to the need to enhance the effectiveness of the system. In
the face of the mounting problems ahead, the UN system and all of
its parts will be judged, more than ever before, by the actual effec-
tiveness of their action. To be effective, policies, organizations
and procedures must be adaptable to the changing requirements of
Development as they evolve over time and from country to country. The
Bank, I dare say, has shown, after deep self-examination and through
oftentimes painful reorganization, that adaptability was a basic
condition of efficiency. Our recent finandng of integrated rural
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development projects which are multi-sector projects combining action
in some of the essential sectors I mentioned earlier, such as education
or nutritica, has demonstrated the Bank's willingness and its ability
to adapt to new circumstances in order to remain fully effective.

This indeed is the time for action.

** * *
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economic prospects for all nations. But we cannot deal writh everything

in a few short weeks. The advice on priorities which this Council will

give to the General Assembly should be the strategic plan for the UN

attack on World Poverty.

I would like to suggest that four issues deserve the most careful

and urgent attention on the part of the Council and of the Assembly.

FOOD

First, to live man must eat. Food is at the centre of our concern

for survival and for development. The momentum of the World Food

Conference must not be lost. The food situation of =any countries

is likely to worsen in the short run, no matter what investment decisions

are made now and in the longer run unless the right policy and investment

decisions are made very soon. We estimate that c while world food demand

will rise by 3.6% per annum, annual growth in food production on present

projections may not exceed 2.6%. A sustained and coordinated effort

by both food deficit and food surplus countries is i zispensable if

the number of persons in the Third World suffering from inadequate

nutrition or threatened by periodic famine conditions - there are at

least 460 million of them today - is not to increase still further.

This is truly a critical issue.

The World Bank, for its part, has been steadily increasing its

financial support of agricultural projects designed to improve food

production levels in developing countries. In addition, it has been

actively involved in setting up the Consultative Croup for Food Production
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and Investment in Developing Countries which last year's World Food

Conference asked the Bank, FAO and UNDP to organize and which will

hold an inaugural meeting two weeks from now. The Bank is a cosponsor

and a donor member of the Consultative Group for International Agri-

cultural Research, which organizes financial support for 12 international

agricultural research centers, and whose work is directed to increAsing

the yields of major food commodities. I hardly need say that we look

forward to working in harness with the proposed World Food Fund which

is ndw attracting significant financial support, inclding that from

developing countries in a position to assist.

RURAL POVERTY

But even if the food surplus countries produced enough food to

meet .the needs of the world in a statistical sense, the poorest countries

(they are also the hungriest) would still be unable to purchase the food

they require or to organize and finance the distribution of massive food

imports.. Consequently, a priority item for our consideration should

be the attack on rural poverty especially in the lowest income countries

where low output per acre is A major cause of both the world food

problem and the most devastating poveity.. Few developing countries

today have a coherent food production policy or an effective strategy

for rural development. It is imperative that national food production

policies be reviewed if we are ever to arrive at a reasonable planetary

strategy, and nothing less than such a strategy will do. As you know,

the attack on rural poverty is central to the Bank's ccrcerns, and the

report of our operations in the last financial year will show that this

attack has already been mounted.



EDUCATION

While most develoning countries have in the recent past emphasized

investment in education, there are signs that this effort may bb losing

momentum. The number of illiterates in developing countries is not

falling. This may be because much investment in education has been

misdirected. There has been a concentration of resources on higher

feducation and other high-cost institutions. Often the standards

adopted have been inappropriate for inculcating the lasic skills

needed to enable the mass of the population to participate in the

development process.- The education system -should develop skills

responsive to a country's needs at all levels. Non-formal basic

(education aimed at special groups with minimum learning needs and

carried out through restructured primary schools or non-formal

programs must become an important supplement to the formal education

system. Unless developing countries act now, -wiz the support of the

international community, to increase and redirect their educational

activities in the light of their development neecs: they will enter

the next century with their potentially most prodtive resources -

their people -- badly prepared and doomed to live i, poverty and

ignorance.

The Bank's operations in the education sector reflect these new

concerns. A number of recent projects, described in this year's Annual

Report, incorporate approaches and techniques designed to help the mass

of the people become active and efficient agents of tteir country's

development.
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HEALTH AYD :UTRITTON

One of the most critical subjects for consideration is health and

nutrition. Disease, inadequate nutrition, poverty and a high birth

rate are mutually reinforcing. Those who are poorly fed are most

vulnerable to disease. The economic costs of ill health and inadequate

nutrition -- ah reduction in the labor force, inpalrmeni of efficitncy

and lowered productivity and the waste of resources - are only

beginning to bt realized, And yet, the reduction of these economic

costs is less a matter of expense, even in the poorest countries, than

of the design of appropriate nutrition programs and health delivery

services. Health services need to be redesigned to emphasize, not

curative measures, but preventive and environmental measures available

at low costs to the mass of the population.

The World Bank is paying a great deal more att-eztion to health

aspicts of the projects it finances and is drawing heavily on the

experience and expert advice of the WHO in this sector.

TRANSFER OF RESOURCES

The developing countries, and, most particularly the poorest,

cannot hope to tackle these fundamental problems effectively without a

significant improvement in the amounts and quality of the resources

they receive from the more affluent countries. Mr. M&Yamara has

repeatedly urged, in public and in private, that a larger transfer of

resources from the developed to the developing countries is not only
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indispensable but possible. He has also made clear that, in his

judgment, substantial additional resources could be used productively

by the developing countries. The urgency of improving the aid per-

formance of the more affluent countries is indeed confirmed by recent

studies by World .Bank staff showing that movement of prices, volume

of trade, inflation and other trends affecting cbncessional aid during

the last two years have slowed up the march ot econouic progress in

all but a very few developing countries, and in some have created an

atmosphere of defeat, despair and retreat.

We in the World Bank, taking into account these persistent and

adverse forces and the target growth rate of 6% endorsed by the

General Assembly for the Second Development Decade, have estimated

the resource requirements of 40 developing countries for which we have

detailed data. This group comprises 11 countrIes with a GNP per

capita below $200 (including several of the largest countries) and

29 countries whose per-capita GNP exceeds that figure. For the

group as a whole, our findings indicate that external capital flows

would have to be at least $50 billion per year fcr the next five years,

if the 6% target were to be met. This $50 billion per year must-

compare with the $29 billion of external' capital which is likely to

b&-available under current plans. True, we do estimate that by 1980

$21 billion of this flow will be on highly concessional terms. Yet

the ravages of inflation are almost certain to make this $21 billion

worth less to the recipients in the developing world than the $16

billion they receive in concessional aid today.

Faced with these prospects, it would seem to be a ratter of urgency
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that the economically-advanced countries of the OECD and Eastern

Europe, together with those members of OPEC experiencing or expecting

large financial surpluses, should forge a new consensus and demonstrate

a new sense of comitment on capital-transfer targets. The existing

volume targets, expressed as percentages of GNP, have played a.useful

role. Several goverrrents have corpitted themselves to meet ths

targets within the Decade. But the targets have clearly not attracted

the necessary political support in most of the larger industrial countries.

And they are almost irrelevant to the circumstances of the net oil-

exporting countries with small populations and substantial financial

surpluses whose ability to assist other developing countries is determined

by factors quite different from-those affecting governments that depend

on budgetary allocations from the proceeds of taxes to finance their

ODA programs.

One element in a new consensus might be agreetient on a geographical

target.designed to correct the gross imbalance that now exists between

- need" -7 measured by any standard - and receipts of concessional aid.

For example, all, or at least some substantial proportion, of highly-

concessional bilateral aid might be allocated to the poorest countries

according to population.- This would-do much to improve the prospects

of those countries which, on present projections, can expect either

insignificant growth or no growth at all in per capita income during the

next five years.

The case for making some effort along these lines is-strengthened

by a closer examination of the situation of the poorest countries -

those with less than $200 per year per capita income in 1975 - as it
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emerges from the Bank's analysis to which I referred earlier. If

one considers the developing countries as a whole, one's first reaction

might well be that it would be wholly unreasonable to expect that the

gap between what is needed to meet reasonable growth targets and what

is likely to *be available as concessional aid - a gap of at least

$21 billion per year - could be filled. But on a closer examination,

it seems that no more than $2.4 billion per year of additional conces-

sional external resources would be required to raise the growth rates

of the poorest countries to somewhere between 4% and 6%; on 'favorable

assumptions, as little as $1.6 billion would be needed. This amount,

I suggest, is entirely manageable for the international community.

I suggest further that meeting this limited target for increased resource-

transfers to the poorest countries should be made the immediate first

priority for governments in a position to provc e concessional development

assistance.

4-

TRADlE
T -

On the other hand, however much the allocatioa and amount of ODA may

be improved by adoption of new assistance targets, it is unlikely that

the very sizable additional capital requirements of the miOddle and higher-

nco:ne developing countries can be met entirely by, ODA. Nor is it

necessary that they should. There are other ways of heQLzig those

countries to continue their development at the rates most of them have
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achieved in recent years. Many of these countries can afford to

borrow on itarmediate, or even conventional, terms to finance productive

investments. For nearly all these countries the proper strategy must

be -- and I believe that this is a point on which there is very wide

consensus -- to increase their export earnings, to enable them to finance

directly larger import programs that will support a reasonable growth

rate, and to strengthen their capacity to service additional debt.

The success of such a strategy will, of course, depend heavily on

the industrial countries of the OECD and Eastern Europe. For many years

to come, these countries are bound to remain the markets for the great

bulk of the manufactured goods and raw and semi-processed materials

exported from the developing countries. The gates of these markets must

remain open and welcoming towards the developing world.

At the same time because the OECD countries remain fundamentally in

the strongest position to assist financially, it is to the public funds

of those countries that the developing countries must continue to look

for financial support to achieve at least minimally decent rates of per

capita growth in the next few years.

* * ** ** ** *

In the face of the needs of the developing countries for external

resources, the World Bank is determined to increase its own contribution.

First, some members of the World Bank are considering the establishment

of an interest subsidizingfund to subsidize World Bank loans. It is hoped

arrangements will be made soon for this new facility -- the so-called

Third Window -- to provide funds at the concessional rate
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oE 4.5%, midway between the rates of the Bank and of IDA. We hope

that, in addition to the 11 countries, industrialized and oil-

exporting countries, who have already offered contributions to this

interest subsidy fund, other contributors will make it possible for

the Third Window to provide $1 billion in assistance over and above

other World Bank operations. Because these funds are, in any event,

limited, eligibility criteria will tend to favor developing countries

with annual per capita incomes of less than $375. The need for some

flexibility in the criteria is, however, recognized. We expect that

the operations of the Third Window will bring about some redistribution

of other Bank group financing to both the poorest and the middle and

higher income developing countries.

Second, we intend to raise the level of the Bank's lending

program, both in nominal and in real terms. We plan to lend approxi-

mately $40 billion in the five years 1976-80. This neans, in real

terms, & 58% increase in the level of coruitnenrs over the previous

five-year period and a 153% increase over the receding five-year

period before that, FY 66-70.

Finally, we shall soon be starting negotiations for the next -

the fifth -- replenishment of IDA. The fourth renlenishment provided

IDA with commitment authority of $4.5 billion to June 30, 1977, and

by then it is expected that IDA's available resources will be fully

ccmitted. It is essential, given the unprecedented needs of the

poor countries, that governments move decisively aid in gccd time to

assure replenishment adequate to the needs.
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As I indicated at the beginning of this statement, your session

is critically important for the future of all'international efforts

in the field of development and, indeed, for the future of the United

Nations Organization itself. This is the time for the Council to.

establish priorities and to lay down guidelines that will determine

to a great extent the- direction and the effectiveness of the action

of all the -members of the Ur system in the years ahead. The World

Bank cannot but express the hope that, in dealing with the critical

issues on its agenda, the Council will give the greatest possible

weight to the need to enhance the effectiveness of the system. In

the face of the mounting problems ahead, the UN system and all of

its parts will be judged, more than ever before, by the actual

effectiveness of their action. -To be effective, policies, organizations

and procedures must be adaptable to the changin; requirements of

Development as they evolve over time and from cctatry to country. The

Bank, I dare say, has shown, after deep self-e aration and through

oftentimes painful reorganization, that adaptatizr4 was a basic:

condition of efficiency. Our recent financing of 1d-tegrated rural, -

development projects which are multi-sector projects combining action

in some of the essential sectors I mentioned earlier, such as education

or nutrition, has demonstrated the Bank's willingness and its ability

to adapt to new circumstances in order to remain fully effective.

This indeed is the time for action.

* * * ** * *
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Je prenda !a parole au nom de M. McN amara, qui regrette vivement

de ne pouvoir s6absenter de Washington, ne serait-ce que pour peu de temps,

en raison des obligations li incombant A l$gard des membres de la Banque;

cette semaine, en effet, eat cello do la clcitare ce itexercice financier

et celle au cours de laquelle M. McNamara doit pr'senter son budget pour

le prochain exercice.

M. McNamara rita donc demand6 do bien vouloir inadresse9 au Conseil

en son nom et de faire valoir, tout comme il l'aurait fait lui-m&ae,l'im-

portance des de'cisions que vous allez prendre cet 6te, en particulier cellos

qui relAvent de domaines o& se posent, au sens litt6ral, des questions de

vie ou de mort pour des millions dittres humains; il mia demande aussi de

rappeler a la comnautA internationale le devoir qui lui incombe impbra-

tivernent diassister les pays lea plus d6munis, principales victimes de la

presente situation 6conomique.

De nobreux participants reconnaitront que, cette ann6e, les

N tions Unies sont parvenues a un carrefour dans lIeffort quielles ont fait

pour jeter les assises d'un nouvel ordre 6conomique international. Lissue

des d6bats du Conseil et de la session extraordinaire de l'Assembl6e g6n4-

rale influera, pendant des ann-es peut-Atre, Sur la direction dans laquelle
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les Nlatioz; Unies s enxgageront pour aider les pays les plus d6munis qui

en sont membres A surronter les immenses difficult6s dans lesquelles

Ils se debattent et sur la capacit6 qulaura l'Organisation do con-

tribuer a an liorer l'ave Ar 6conomique du monde. Toutefois, il nous est

impossible, en liespace de quelques courtes semaines, do faire un tour

d'horizon complet. Il conviendrait donc que l'ordre des priorites que

le Conseil proposera A l'Assemblee genrale constitue le plan strat~gi-

que que pourraient utiliser les Nations Unies pour attaquer le problbno

de la pauvreta nondiale.

Jiaimerais proposer a votre reflexion quatre themes qui, de non

avis, mnritent d' 6tre examin's imm6diatement et de fagon approfondie par

le Conseil et 1Assemble6 g4nirale.

ALIENTATITON

Je dirais tout diabord que, pour vivre, lihomme a besoin de

manger. Le theme de l'alimentation est au centre de nos pr6occupations

de sivie et de d6veloppement. L'ample mouvernent d6clench6 par la Conf'6-

rence mondiale de lI'alimentation ne doit pas perdre son 6lan. Dans de

nombreux pays, il est probable que la situation alimentaire so deterio-

rera a court terme, quaelles que soient les decisions prises actuellement

en matiere d'investissement; elle se d'tariorera a long terme 6galement,

a moins que tres prochainement des d6cisions judicieuses ne soient prises

quant aux principes diaction a appliquer et aux investissements a effec-

tier. D'apres nos estimations, la demande mondiale de denrees alimentaires

s'accro'tra de 3,6 % par an, alors que la croissance annuelle de la pro-

duction alimentaire risque de ne pas d6passer 2,6 '% d'apres les projections
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actuelles. I est i=,J-ratif que les pays disposant dun exc6dent de den-

rees alimentaires tout come les pays d6ficitaires d6ploient un effort

souteun et concert', L d4faut de quoi We nombre dthabitants di tiers monde

souffrant de carences alimentaires oun menaces p6riodiquement par la famine -

ils sont au moins L60 millions actuellement - ne cessera d'augmenter. Ctest

la v6ritablement, un probleme d'une importance fondamentale.

La Banque Mondiale, pour sa part, a constament accru las concours

financiers quIelle a apport6s a des projets agricoles visant A relever le

nivean de la production alimentaire dans les pays en d6veloppement. .Par

ailleurs, elle a pris une part active dans la creation du Groupe consul-

tatif de la production alimentaire et de llinvestissement dans les pays en

voie de dbveloppement: c'est en effet au cours de la Confe6rence mondiale

de Wialimentation, qui s'est tenue l'annee derniere, que la Banque, la

FAO et le MhUD ont 4t4 convies a orgariser ce Groupe dont la r6union inau-

gurale doit se tenir dans deux semaines. La Banque est aussi Wtun des

organismes ayant patronn6 le Groupe consultatif pour la recherche agricole

internationale, elle en est 6galement membre donateur; ce Groupe, pour sa

,part, mobilise les concours financiers destin6s a 12 centres internationaux

de recherche agricole dont les activites sont ax6es sur l amelioration des

rendements des principales cultures vivrieres. Je ntai guafre besoin de

pr6eciser par ailleurs que nous comptons oeuvrer de concert avec le Fonds

International pour le d6veloppement agricole, dont la cr6ation est propo-

she, et qui mobilise actuellement un- appui financier considerable, 6ma-

nant notamment des pays en dveloppement qui ont les moyens d'y contribuer.
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Mime si les pays dont la production alimentaire est excedentaire

parriennent a fournir tn volume suffisant de denr'es pour satisfaire, sta-

tistiquenent parlant, les besoins mondiaux, il n' en reste pas moins que

les pays les plus dk-xnis (ce sont aussi les plus affames) resteront inca-

pables d'acheter les aliments dont ius ont bosoin ou d'organiser et de

financer la distribution de quantites massives de denr6es import6es. Par

consquent, nous de'rricns examiner en priorit6 la lutte A engager contre

le probleme de la pauvretA des zones rurales, en particulier dans les pays

a faible revem OA la nodeste production A lthectare est 1une des causes

zajeures du probleme alimentaire mondia, et de la pauvret6 et de ses ra-

vages. Seuls quelques pays en d6veloppement se sont actuellement dotes

dtune politique coherente de production alimentaire ou diune strat6gie

efficace du d6veloppement rural. Si nous devons jamais arriver a d6finir

une strategie raisonnable a 1'6chelle de la planete - et rien de moins ne

sAurait servir - il faut imp4rativement reconsid6rer les politiques natio-

nales r6gissant la production alimentaire. Comme vous le savez, 1assaut

rlanc6 contre la pauvreta6 rurale est au centre des preoccupations de la

Banque, et notre rapport d'activit4 pour lAexercice qui vient de se clore

t6moigne de la fagon dont cette lutte est deja engag6e.

EDUCATION

Certes, la plupart des pays en d6veloppement ont r6cemment donn6

une place de choix aux investissements consacr6s A lt'ducation, mais cet

effort semble perdre de son dynamisme. I y a toujours autant dtillet-

tr6s dans le tiers monde. I faut peut-Stre rechercher la cause de cette
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nents consacrsh a ce secteur. Les ressources ont en effet 6t6 concen-

tr6es sur lenseignerment suprieur et d'autres institutions dtun coat

61ev6. Bien souvent, les nonres adopt6es ntont pas pernis d1 inculquer

& la masse des ropulations les connaissances de base nkcessaires pour

lour permettre de partiziper au processus de d6veloppement. Le syst6me

d'6ducation devrait en effet diffuser des connaissances en prise directe

sun l.s besoins dtun pays A tous les niveaux. Ll~ducation de base non

formelle visant' des groupes spsciaux ayant besoin d'nn rudiment d1ins-

traction, organis6e au sein d' ecoles primaires restructur6es ou dans le

cadre de progranes extra-scolaires, doit devenir un compL6ment impor-

tant de lenseignement systm4iatique. Si les pays en d6veloppement n'agis-

sent des maintenant, avec 1I appui do la communaut6 internationale, pour

Slargir leurs activitis clans 1e domaine de 1' 6ducation et leur donner une

nouvelle orientation en fonction de leurs besoins dans le domaine du d6ve-

loppement, ils parviendront au seuil du siecle prochain et leur ressource.

la plus productive potentiellement - leur population - fomera une masse

m6diocrement pr6par6e, vou6e A vivre dans le drnuement et liignorance.

Les op'rations de la Banque dans le secteur de l) ducation stins-

crivent dans le droit fil de ces nouvelles pr6occupations. Plusieurs pro-

jets recents, d6crits dans le Rapport annuel du pr6sent exercice, utili-

sent des methodes et des techniques dont Itobjet est d'aider la masse des

populations A devenir des agents dynamiques et efficaces du d6veloppement

do leur pays.
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L'un des dczaines dttude lea plus inportants est celui de la

sant6 et de la nutrition. La maladie, les carences alimentaires, la pau-

-vret6, un taux de natalitS &ev6 se conjuguent pour se renforcer. Les

moins bien nourris sont lea plus vuln6rables aux maladies. Or, ctest

maintenant seulenent cne lion coUmence a r6aliser ce qutil en cotte a

1? 6conomie lorsque lea populations ont une santA m'diocre et une alimen-

tation d6ficiente: di'ation do la force de travail, baisse de lIeffi-

cacitA, recul de la productivite et gaspillage de ressources. Et polv-

tant, reduire ces coxdts 6conomiques se ramene moins a une question de

depense, m6me dans les pays lea plus d6munis, qutA un probleme tenant A

Sl'Alaboration de prograzres de nutrition 6quilibres et A la cr6ation dtune

infrastrucTure Pieidicale bien conque. Il est necessaire, en effet, de niodi-

fier la conception des services medicaux et de les axer non pas sur l'appli-

cation de mesures curatives, mais sur des actions pr6ventives exerches en

harmonie avec l'environement et offertes, a un cott modique, a la masse

de la pop1ation.

La Banque attache a cet Agard beaucoup plus d'attention dAsormais

aux aspects sanitaires des projets qu'elle finance et fait largement appel

a liexperience et aux conseils specialis's de ltCM1 dans ce secteur.

TRAISFERT DE RESSOURCES

Les pays en dAveloppement et en particulier lea plus pauvres, ne

pouvent esp6rer stattaquer efficacement a ces probl6mes fondamentaux sans

que le volune et la qualit des ressources quails regoivent des pays mieux

lotis n'augmentent considArablement. M. McNamara a affirmei avec vigueur
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indispensable mais encore possible d'intensifier le transfert de ressour-

ces des pays industrialis6s aux pays en d6veloppement. Il a 6galement

pr6cis6 que, de son avis, les pays en d6veloppement pourraient utiliser

de faqon productive un suppl6ment substantiel de ressources. Les pays

les plus riches doivent accroitre de toute urgence leur assistance, comme

le confirment les 6tudes r6ceiment effectuees par les services de la

Banque Mondiale, d'ci- iI ressort que le mouvement des prix, le volume des

6changes, Itinflation et dtaautres &6ments ayant influ6 ces deux dernieres

ann6es sur i1aide assortie de conditions de faveur, ont frein4 le rythme

du progres 6conomique dans la grande majorit6 des pays en d6veloppement,

au point de susciter dans certains d'entre eux un sentiment de dsfaite,

de d6sespoir, d'abandon.

Prenant en consideration ces lignes de force adverses, slexer-

gant avec persistance, et tablant sur le taux de croissance de 6 % que

l'Asseblle g6n6rale a approuv6 conme objectif de la Deuxisrne dicennie du

developpenent, les services de la Banque ont 6valu6 les ressources dont

auront besoin WO pays en d6veloppement sar lesquels ils disposent de sta-

tistiques d6tail16es. A ce groupe appartiennent 11 pays ayant un PNB par

habitant inf rieur a 200 dollars (notarment plusieurs des pays les plus

vastes) et 29 pays dont le FNB par habitant est sup6rieur. Nous avons

constat6 que pour liensemble des pays de ce groupe, les flux de capitaux

ekterieurs devraient se chiffrer au moins a 50 milliards de dollars par an

au cours des cinq prochaines annees pour que cet objectif de 6 % soit

atteint. Il convient de mettre cette some en regard des 29 milliards de
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dollars qui seront probablezent disponibles dans le cadre des plans actuels.

Certes, 21 nMilliards de dollars de ce total pourraient, selon nos estima-

tions, stre disponibles d'ici a 1980 ' -des conditions tres favorables.

Pourtant, les ravages de 1'inflation ramnineront presque certainenent ces

21 milliards a Nine valeur qui, pour les pays dtaccueil du tiers monde, sera

bien inf6rieure aux 16 M4nlliards assortis de conditions de faveur quils

regoivent actuellement.

Ti semblerait cue face a cet avenir, les objectifs du transfert

de capitaux dev'aient susciter diurgence un nouveau consensus parmi lea

pays conomiquement avances de lIOCDE et d'Europe orientale, et lea men-

bres de ltOPEP disposant ou appeles a disposer d'importants excedents fi-

nanciers, et faire nattre chez eux un sens renouvolA de ltengagement. Les

objectifs qui avaient 6% arretes en ce qui cwtcerUe le volume da l'azsia-

tance, 'exprimL en pourcentage du PMB, ont jou6 un rOle utile. Plusieurs

gouvernements se sont engages a lea atteindre au cours de la d6cennie. Co-

objectifs ont 6t6 pourtant loin, manifestement, de recueillir ltappui poli-

tique n6cessaire aupres de la plupart des grands pays industrialis6s. Ils

sont de surcrolt presque totalement 6trangers a la situation des pays ex-

portateurs nets de p6trole, peu peuplts mais disposant dtimportants exc6-

dents de capitaux: les possibilites qutont ces pays d'assister d'autres

pays en developpement d4pendent en effet de facteurs fondamentalement dif-

f6rents de ceux auxquels sont sounis les gouvernements finangant leurs pro-

grammes d'aide publique au d6veloppenent moyennant des credits budgetaires

aliment6s par le produit de l'impOt.

Le nouveau consensus pourrait se former, en particulier, autour

d'un objectif g6ographique qui serait congu pour att6nuer la disparit6
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flagrante qui emiste actuellement entre le itmontant n6cessaire" des res-

sources - mes'-r4 par czenlue critre que ce soit - et le montant de l t aide

reque a des conditions de faveur. Par exemple, la totalit4, ou du mois

une importante fracticn, Qe Itaide bilat6rale assortie de conditions tres

favorables pourrait dtre affect6e aux pays les plus d4nunis A raison de

leur nombre d'habitants.. Cette mesure serait susceptible d'ambliorer con-

sid6rablement T'avenir des pays qui, d'apres les projections effectu6es

actuellement, ne peuvent corpter au cours des cinq prochaines ann6es que

sur un taux de croissance de leur revenu par habitant ngligeable, volre

nul.

Les argwments avancs a Itappui des efforts susceptibles d'Atre

dploy6s clans ce sons sont 6tay6s par un examen plus minutieux de la situa-

tion dans laquelle se trouvent los pays les plus d iunis - ceux dont le

revenu par habitant est irf6riieur a 200 dollars par an en 1975 - telle que

cette situation se d~gage de l1analyse de la Banque que jIai mentionnie

plus haut. A considerer les pays en d6veloppement dans leur ensemble, il

pourrait fort bien para'tre utopique, de prime abord, d'esp6rer combler

rlI (cart - cet 6cart de 21 milliards de dollars par an au moins - entre les

somes n6cessaires pour permettre a ces pays d'atteindre des taux de crois-

sance raisonnables et celles qui seront probablement disponibles Ades con-

ditions de faveur. Or, un examen plus attentif, cependant, semble r6v61er

que le suppl6ment d'aide exttrieure necessaire a des conditions de faveur

serait tout au plus de 2,4 milliards de dollars par an pour que les pays

les plus denanis enregistrent un taux de croissance allant de h A 6 %;

dans des hypotheses favorables, cette sonme pourrait mrne 6tre r6duite a
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1,6 milliard de dICIars. Il me semble que la coimrnaut6 internationale

serait tout a fait cacable de la mobiliser et que, de surcrot, les gouver-

nements qui sont en ras:re de fournir une assistance au d6veloppement a

des conditions de faveur aevraient se donner come priorit6 imr6diate et

absolue cat objectif nodeste visant a accrottre le transfert de ressour-

ces Vers les pays les lus d-xmanis.

-ECHANGES

En revanche, qielle qua soit l'ampleur de l'accroissement des

cr6dits et des montants de ltaide publique au d6veloppement quo seraiLt sus-

ceptible d'entrainer lladoption de ces nouveaux objectifs en matiere dias-

sistance, il est improbable qua les flux de 1'AFD suffiront, 5 eux seuls,

pour qua les pays 'a revenu royen et relativeient 61ev6 disposent des som-

res suppl6mentaires consid6rables dont ils ont besoin. i nest pas n6-

cessaire non plus que ces flux viennent uniquement de lIAPD, puisque d'au-

tres formes d'aide pourralent perrettre a ces pays de poursuivre leur d~ve-

loppement au rytbme que Ta plupart d'entre eux ont atteint ces dernieres

ann6es. Nombre de ces pays peuvent se permettre d'emprunter A des condi-

tions intermndiaires ou aux conditions du march6 pour financer leurs inves-

tissements productifs. Pour presque tous, la meilleure strat6gie - at je

crois qutun-tres large consensus s'est d6gag6 sur ce point - consiste 'a

accrottre leurs recettes d'exportations. Ils se donneraient ainsi les

moyens de financer directement des progranes d'importation de grande en-

vergure qui entretiendraient un taux de croissance raisonnable et renfor-

ceraient leur capacit6 d'assurer le service de dettes supplmentaires.

IT va de soi que la rcissite de cette strategie d4pend troite-

ment des pays ingpstrialis's de 1OCDE et d'Europe orientale. Ces pays
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sont en effet vou6s, zendant de nombreuses annses encore, a constituer le

march6 sur lecqaeZ les pays en d4veloppenent pourront couler la plupart

des biens manufactur6s et des matibres premieres et produits semi-ouvr6s

qutils exportent. Les portes de ces march6s doivent donc rester largement

et ggnareusement ouvertes pour lea pays en d6veloppeirent.

Par ailleurs, leas pays de l'OCDE 6tant essentiellement lea mieux

en esure d apporter une aide financiere, lea pays en dbveloppement devront

continuer a faire appel aux capitaux publics de ces pays pour mobiliser lea

concours financlers devant leur permettre diatteindre au minimum des taux

de croissance par habitant d6cents au cours des prochaines annges.

Au vu des ressources ext6rieures dont les pays en d4veloppement

ont besoin, la Banque Xondiale est r6solue ' accroitre sa propre contri-

bution.

Tout d'abord, quelques metbres de la Banque envisagent la cr'a-

tion d'un fonds de bonification d'int6r&t qui servirait a subventionner le

taux des pr6ts de la Banue. Des dispositions devraient etre prises pro-

chainement, espere-t-on, pour que ce nouveau mecanisme de prit, appel6 le

Troisieme guichet, octroie des fonds au taux lib6ral de h,5 1, se situant

a mi-chemin entre le taux des prets de la Banque et celui des credits de

11IDA. Nous esp6rons que, outre lea 11 pays, industrialise's et expor-

tateurs de p6trole, qui ont d'ores et d6j5a propose de contribuer au fonds

de bonification d'interet, dlautres donateurs permettront au Troisie'me

guichet de fournir une assistance de 1 milliard de dollars venant slajou-

ter en suppl6ment aux autres operations de la Banque Mondiale. Ces fonds

6tant, en tout 6tat de cause, dtun volume restreint, lea b6n6ficiaires

seront choisis en fonction de crit res tendant f avoriser les pays en
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d6veloppement dont le revenu annuel par habitant ost inf rieur a 375 dollars.

11 est admis toutefois cque ces criteres devront 6tre appliquAs avec sou-

plesse. Eous esprons par ailleurs que les operations du Troisierne guichet

arneneront une certai-ne rsaffectation des autres prxts du Groupe de la Banque

entre les pays les plus d&rnnis et les pays en d6veloppement A revenu rnoyen

et relativement &ev6.

Deurcemement, nous nous proposons dfaccrottre le programme de

prets de la Barque, en valeur absolue comme en valeur r4elle. Nous pr6-

voyons de prtte t approXimativerent 40 milliards de dollars au cours des

cinq ann6es allant de 1976 a 1980. En valeur reelle, cette sone se tra-

duit par un relevement des engagements de 58 % par rapport a la p6riode

quinquennale pr'cedente at de 153 % par rapport a la periode quinquemale

anterieure A cette derni6re, celle qui va des exercices 1966 a 1970.

Enfin, nous entanerons prochainement des n6gociations relatives

A la prochaine reconstitution des ressources de 1'IDA - qui sera la cinquitma

La quatriame reconstitution a autorisA IIDA A engager 4,5 milliards de dol-

lars jusqu'au 30 juin 1977, et d'ici a cette date, les ressources dont dis-

pose 1I1DA devraient &tre entiarement engag6es. 13 importe essentiellement,

eu 6gard aux sommes sans pr6c6dent dont les pays leas plus pauvres ont besoin,

que les gouvernements prennent en temps opportun les dispositions propres a

garantir la reconstitution des ressources de h'Association et ce, dans des

proportions suffisante .

Comma je le soulignais au debut de cette allocution, la presente

session du Conseil revdt une importance capitale pour lavenir des efforts

de portre internationale qui seront 'deployes dans le domaine du developpe-

rient et, en realit6, pour l'avenir de l1Organisation des Nations Unies

!r
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elle-menme. Clest naintenant que le Conseil doit fixer l'ordre des priori-

t6s et d6finiz les nrincipes qui, dans nne large mesure, orienteront I'ac-

tion de tous les menbres des organismes des Nations Unies dans les annees

a venir et en assureront ltefficacit6. La Banque Mondiale ne peut .qu'ex-

priner lespoir que le Conseil, lorsqu'il examinera les problernes vitaux

inscrits A son ordre da jour, donnera la plus grande importance possible

A la n~cessit5 d'anm-iorer liefficacit5 des organisations. Face aux pro-

blaines qui stamassent A ilhorizon, les organismes des Nations Unies et

leurs organes seront jug6s, plus que jamais auparavant, par liefficacit6

reelle avec laquelle ils ont agi. Or, pour 6tre efficaces, les principes

diaction, les organisations et les mthodes quIelles emploient doivent

pouvoir sladapter a lI'volution des besoins dans le domaine dt, d6veloppe-

ment, A nesure que le temps s'6coule et d'un pays a'autre. Je crois

pouvoir affirmer que la Banque, apres avoir proc6d6 A un auto-examen ap-

profondi et st&tre engag6e a plusieurs reprises dans un processus de

rtorganisation souvent douloureux, a d6montr6 que la capacite d'adapta-

tion est une condition fondamentale de llefficacitt. La Banque a d'ail-

leurs prouv6 quI elle souhaitait et pouvait s'adapter A une situation neuve

pour rester pleinement efficace, en finangant r'cennent des projets de d6ve-

loppement rural int6gr6, qui sont des projets portant sur plusieurs sec

+ teurs et combinant diverses nesures a prendre dans les domaines essentiels

que jai mentionnea plus haut, tels l1'ducation ou la nutrition.

Oai, clest maintenant qu'il faut agir.

AP
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lb dirijo a ustedes en nombre del sejior Me arara, quie- lamenta que *us

obligaciones para con los miembros del Banco, en osta se.na en quo conc yo

nuestro ejerciejo y se presenta su presupuesto para el pr6riimo, no le pcr iten

auseuntar'cd Washington ni siquiera por corto tiempo.

BI seilor McNaara o ha pedido que hable ante el Consejo en representaci6n

suya para subrayar, cono 51 lo harIa, la importancia de las decisiones quo

ustedes adoptaran este v-rano, en especial en lo referonta a problenas quu roc

literlmente asunto de rida o muerte pars millones d! seres hvanos, c insi1

en la necesidad imoeriosa do que la comunidad de nacionos preste ayuda a lo3

p~afes mis pobres, que son las principales victimas de I& situaci6a econ~aica

actual.

!4uehos de ustedes convendr~i en qua las Nac iones Unidas se encuentran

este ailo ante una encrucijada, a medida quo ponen los cimientos de un nuevo

orden econ6raico internacional. Los resultadoa de las deliberaciones que ten-

gan lugar en al Consejo y durante el perfodo extraordinario de sesiones deter-

mixnarn, qui::gs para muchos aslos venideros, la direecirn quo las Naciones



Unidas tonen -fu aydar a aus mienibros mas poores a auperar las inmansas

diflcultadeos *f.20 con trontan actualzente, ai comO su capacidad pana contribuir

al mjoranianto ac las perstdctivas econ'icas de todas las naciones. Ahora

bien, puesto que no poiemos tratar todos loa problemas en unas pocas sernana,

el asesormuiento sabre prioridados qua este Consejo ofrezca a la Asamblea

General deberia conjtitUr al plan estraegico do las laciones Unidas para

su ataque contra la XrZ'4f mun&,ial.

Por ello,'quisiera sugerir cuatro temas qua merecen la atenei6a kas

cuidadosa y urgente dal Consejo y 1a Asariflea.

En priner lugzr, a! hombre tiene que comer para vivir. MI tema de los

aitnentos encabeza Ia lista de nuestraa preocupaciones por la supervivencia

y el desarrollo. El impulso generado por la Conferencia Mundial do la

Aliwentacion no debe nerderse. En probable qce en muchanu passes la situacPn

z-lientaria empeore a corto plaso - cualesquiera qua sean las decisiones que

se adopten ahora en materia de inversiones - y tambign a largo plazo, a menos

que so tomen miuy pronto las medidas apropiadas de polltica y do inversionea,

flemos calculado quo mientras la demanda mundial de a.lmentos aumentar'l anual.

mente en un 3,6%, el creci-iento anual de la producei6n alimentaria puede quo

no supere el 2,6,, segrn las proyecciones actuales. Es imprescindible un

esfuerzo zostenido y- coordinado por parte de todos los palses, tanto deficita-

rios cowo excedentarios en materia de alimentos, si se quiere qua el nimero de



pqrsonas que en el Teroer :dundo 3utren de nutrici6n deficiente o :-e n amene-

!mdas periadicament nor el hanbra - hay en la actualidad unos 460 millones

d( personas, por lo ,nos, en esas condicinaes - no siga aumentando aaa Ms.

Este es ciertawente ti problema crltico.

El Baco Nundial, par su Parta,, ha venido irwrer ntanda de rvrera contima

au apoyo tinanciero a woycctcn agzxKolas deatinados r.a Jorar on niveles d e

producci6n d- a1'irentos en los panes en desarrollo. Adon~s, ha estado trabab

Jando aciramsnte en el establecitento e Crupo Conuultiv sobre ?roducci6n

Alimentaria a Tnversiones Acolns an los Paises en Desarrollo, qae la

Confervnia Mundial de Is Aiiuntaein pidiS aJ Banco, a l FAO y al Pl.lD

organiza y ciuy reunidn inaugural s celebrasa dentro de dos aemanas. El

Banco es tpmbien copatrocinador y .iembro donante del Grupo Consultivo aobr

Investigaciones Agrondmicas Internacion&Les, que moviliza el apoyo n?,nciero

a 12 centros internacionales de investigaciones agronomicas euros trabajos

tienen por objeto incre=entar los rendiaentos de 1os principales productos

alimentarios. 1o es preciso que diga que esoerxos trabajar en estrecha

cooperacion con el Fondo Iaternacional de Desarrollo Agricola propuesto, quae

esta atrayendo actualaente un considerable apoyo financiero, incluso por parte

do los palses en desarrollo quo estin en condiciones de prestar asistencia.

POB1ZA PJRAL

Aun en el caso de que los paises que tienen acedentes de alimentos

produjeran estos en cantidad suficiente para satisfacer Ins necesidades

rmrdiales, en un sentido estadfstico, los paises mnz pobres (quo son tambien



lon que padacea -t hambre) seguirian sin poder adqirir ton alinentos quo

nzcesitan mi or1anizar y 1inaneiar l istribuci6f aa importaciones Masi-as

&a productos olimentariog Por cons ig'iiente, un asunto prioritario quo dobe-

mos estudiar es el de l Tueha contra in nobroa mrnr, especialmonte en lon

paises de inrsos nit bajos, cuya escasa prodncci6n por hect/rea as una de

ins causas principal s tanto dei probl m alimentcio Mundial corn de Ia robreza

ri3 dvastadora. Pocs p ecs en den arrollo tienen en li actulidad una

politica acherenta da produccitn aomentaria a una estratogia oficat de d ia-

rrollo rural. ' Es impnratiro que so ravin n laz politicas naclonales do

produeci6n de ai nntos si quoremos llirar igin a!a a una entrategia nundial

razonable, y lo que no sa una estratiesia de es tipo no servir do naa,

Como ustedes ya saben, la lucha contra 1la pobrezv. rural es una de las rin-

cipales prmocupa- c,'is dal B3a-nco, y el -;;forme soibre uet a pe rccionesm en-

el ejereicio lto sra el modo En. que la hc m-os eimprendido.

EDUCACTON

Aunque en el pasado rleciete in myorla de loa Ja les en desarrollo ha

dado gran imporbancia a iLs inversiones en educaci5n, existen indicios de quo

- este esfuerzo puede estar perdiendo eficacia. El nn-uero do analfabetos en

estos palses no desciende y la causa puede ser que muchas do las inversiones

en educaeion han estado nini orientadas. Se ha destinado un excesivO volumen

de recursos a la educacion superior y a instituciones docentes do elevado

costo y, con frecuencia, las norma adoptadas no han sido las mrs adecuadas

pars Ia formaci6a do las aptitudes btsicas necesarias para permitir & la gran



rnaa de la poblaoi'n pariciDar en el proceso de desarrollo. Los sistens

educativos deben desarroflar aptitudes quv correspondan a las necesidades

do los ?ses en todc los nivoles. La educaciOn ,Aeica no formal, orientala

a grupos easecficoa eon necealdadas nihaz do aprendizaje imnnrlda a

traYs doe scuelas priZarisa reestructU-d s a Red iante progrtan no or e ,

debe covertiree en in srlemtnc inport ant del aihtezz educativo foral.

A renoS que los paises en desannoo actran thora, con el apoyo de In. cor' 4 r

internacionL, para auntar y reoricntar ens actividades educcionaJes de

acuordo con eus necesidadks en nteria do dearrollo, entrsAn, on ci prrxtto

siglo con 3a recurso dc maIyor potcncial productiv - eu genta - ial prepar e

y condenada a vivir en la pobruza y la ,ser&ncia.

Las operaciones del Banco en el sector de la educacin reflejan est&

nuiras preocupaciones. 1,n algunos de loa proyectos ;6ts recienten, qUw so

describen en ol Informe Anual de eat ejOercicio, se han incorpor do enfoques

y t"cnics cuya finalidad es ayiudar a Ia run nasa (3 Ia poblaci6n do lou

- paises a convertirse en ageate activo y officaz de su desarrollo.

SALUD Y ;UTRImCo

Uno do los asuntos de importancia mSs crItica que debemos examinar es ol

do la salud y la nutriciSn. Las eafermedades,.la nutrici-n deficiente, Ia

pobrena y na elev-ada tana do natalidad son factores que so refuorzan mutua4Rn-te.

Los qua eatgn mal alimentados son los mis vulnerables a las enfermedades. Los
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costcn eeoncmicos ie !a mfla nalud y la nutrici'n deficiente - reducci'n do

li Paerza IaborQ, diatnvuci6n de la eficiencia, fuenor productividad y dewtvr-

dicio do recuraos - estin aiora enrezando a comorenderse. Y, sin embargo,

incluso en Ica pa-Ises m-As pobrms, reducir esos costos econ6micou no es tanto

cuesti6n do gastos comv da forrmular y establocer programas do nutricita y

servicios do atenci6n dI a salud adocuados9  Estoi servicioo hat da rzorien-

tarse con objeto de dar ray-or importancia no a los cuidados curativos sine a

medidas rtventivan r anbientnles quo est x a] alcance do la masa de la pobla-

ci6n a un costo reducido.

B3 Bauco IMundial presta una atencisn cada. vez mayor a los aspctos da

salud d los proy-ectos qu financia, anrovecando en un Luerte grado la expe

riencia y- el asesoraiento especializado d( la OAS en este sector.

* * * N

TRANSFSZICIAZ Dg flZCUPSCS

Los paizes en desarrollo, y muy especiaiziente loa ms pobres, no pueden

aspirar a enfrentarse con eficacia a estos problemas fundamentales si el volu-

men y la calidad de los recursos que reciben de los passes ms afortunados no

riejoran de manera significativa. El seifor Itiamara ha insistido repetidas

veces, tanto en pGblico cono en privado, en quo una mayor transfarencia de

recursos do los palses desarrollados a los quo estin en vdas do desarrollo es

no solo indiapensable sino posible. Tambi6n ha afirmado claramente que, en



su opinida, 2os mAIses on desarrollo pueden hacer uso productivo d uan consi-

derabla volwncn adicional de racunos. La urgeacia do que meJore la actuaCi~n

da los pates -s ricos an lo que se rfir a la eonceuin do ayuda ha quedado

contirmiada sin lugar a dudas en astudios Ltxvados a cabo recientenmente por

el nersonal del Bana Txndial, en los cuales so deruestra 4ue las fluctueio-,

nes de los procios, el oluAen del comnrcio, la inilacion y otros Cactores que

han influido dur-ate ls dos ttItimou nios en la ayuila da tipo coc-sionaric,

han reducido lt marha dal prom:'sa econ nico en pricticamonte toaos los pa;,o

en desarroll, babirdo creaOT an alguno do ellos una atmnsfera do derro,

deseaporacidn y ratirada.

En eL Banco mundial, teni'nfdo en cuental esas fuhrzas persistentes y adver-

sao, as come Ia ta a do crocimisnto del- 6 reconendada como objetivo por in

Asamblea Central p ra at Segundo Decenio parn el Des rrolo, heros calculado

lns necedidaes de recursos do 10 palses en desarrollo nobre Ioa cuales dSaom

nonemos de informaei6n detaflads. Este grupo comprendo 11 paises (incluidos

varios do los mns populosos) qi tiefnen un PiB per caita inferior a U3$20O

y 29 paes cuyo PIh per c3pita en superior a esa cifra. Nuestros ostudioa

indican que las corrientes de capital externo hacia esa gruno de pafses en

conjunto tendrian que ascender por lo menos a US$50.000 nillones anuales

durante loa prximos cinco saos si se quisiora alcanzar la meta do crecimiento

del 6%. Esta cifra debe compararse con la do US$29.000 millones de capital

externo do que so podr' disponer probablemente seg6n los planes actuales.

En cierto que en 1980, segln nuestros calculos, UW421.000 milones de esa

corriente total so fTcilitar6n en condiciones altanente concesionarias. Pero
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mun aaf, es ctai segn- aue los estrags de la inflacia har-n qua esos

U382l.QOO iilones valan : -flOd nara sMU beneticiar-os del ' undo en desarrollo

qua los Udtlb.QO miflones do ayuda de tipn concesionario que reciben actual-

monte.

Ante est s p ei , caho considrrr asunto ursente que los passes

i ate aaelant~aoa d, la CCDE y de Eurporiental, u con aque-

3los niemaros 4 la QiP quo reitran 0 cperan registrar grans super-Mit

finanoieros, lleguen a us nuuvo consanso y demestren un nuevo aentido de

obligaei~n en enanto a alcanzar las metas relatinas a las tranaercacian de

capital. Las Css actuales :n cuanto a volurnn, exprestars coao porcentajo

dcl PrB, han resultado QtiJea y varios qobiornos so han eonprrmtido a

alcanzarlas dentro del plazo del Decenlo. Sin enoargo, es evideute quo esas

metas no han recibido el neceaario apoyo politico en la mnyoria do los palses

industrializadon nt irnportantcs, y que apenas son aplicables en las aircuns-

tancias do Los raises enrtadores. netos do petr6leo quo tienen poblaciones

reducidas y considerables supertit financier-os, y cuya capacidad para ayudxr

a otros paoies on desarrollo viene determinada por factorles muy diferentes do

aqugllos que afectan a los gobiernos que dependen do asignaciones presupuesta-

rias do sus ingresos fiscales para financiar s-us programas de asistencia oficial

para el dasarrollo.

Un elenento de ese nuevo consenso podrIa ser un acuerdo acerca do un

objetivo googrSfico destinado a corregir el fuerta desequilibrio qua existe

ahora entre "necesidad" - media por cualquier norma - y tquda de tipo



cc-'nesionario -- ciTila. P-or ejemolo, lI; totalidad, o al menos una proporcibn

con3iderobl, de la wzuia bilatarial que ;e facilitara en condiciones alta-

:enta cOncesiunarias nOCrKa aSiiAarse a los paise3 ms pobreas, do acuerdo con

su pobtaci6n. Esto contrituiria mucho a mjorar las poeropectivas do aquallos

vpases qua, da acuerdo COQ lai royeCionef acttiales, no pueden esperar sine

un creciidento insigwtfitante, o ningn crecimiento, do su ingreso per capita

durante los r6ximos cico aaos.

El argmento a favor ds hacer algin osrhorza en ese sentido s ye rTtor-

ado a). exnnnar ms do cerca la situacin d los pelses n -s pobre3 - los quo

en 1975 ten-in un in;ireso p-r elita ifcrior a Us00 por a-is - seg n e

desprende de los estudios del Bi-nco a qua me be refer'do antes. Si coaside-

raos a los palaes en derarroflo un So con4unto, nuestra priaera reaccicn bion

pudiera str la do pue aeria abnolutanente il 6 gico y poco razonable esperar

que pueda cerrarse la breha entre lo que so necesita para alcanzar unas

metas rzonables de crociniento y al. volumen de ayuda de tipo concesionaria do

cue sa dixr-ondr4 probabletente, una brecha do por lo menos U3'21.000 millcues

al aflo. Pero haciendo -an exasen xnTs detenido, parece sar que solo seran

necesarios Us$2.400 millones al ailo do recursos ext ernos adicionales en condi-

ciones concesionarias para s-levar las tasas de crecimiento de Ica pafses mas

pobr- a un nivel de entre el h% y el 6-; adnptando unos supuestos favorables,

se necesitarian solaaente US.600 millones. Sugiaro que esta cantidad es

absolutamente practicable para la comunidad internacional. Sugiero asimismo

r
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qua alcanar vsta >eta llnbtada da increm dento J las transfhrencias do re'r

soa a los pates cis pobres debe constitwir asunto de prineriL-.4 prlortdtad

pra Los goeisrnos que ostLa en posicOn da factltar asistencla par", l de a-

rrollo en Coodicioas conccsionarit.s.

Por atm pA tor r nrzho quo s' tJ-rit Ia -ignaoida y el nonto d 1

a$3istccia oficial para al ssrroJlo >szJiante la aclopci 6 n de nuwrras etwt,

es poco probable que las nteooidnde' IU7 consider-blos de capital adIcioal que

tianen los ates en desarroLb de in-, o0 UdioJ y ir.'s ele os puedan natis-

acerse totaLmente por zedio de dicha e gtcncia; ;I tazapoco as necnarlo

quo lo seen. !kay otros odos do eyuiar a esos pates a proseguir su dena-

rrollo a las t l qua La :nyora c &1os ha bad> en los 3 lltiron aTh,

Muchoi de esos pases pueden perrdtirsn obtener prtatmos en condicionon

intermedis, o ineluno conmcionalos, para financiar inrtrs jones productivas.

- Para casi todos ellcs la estrategia adecada debe ser - y creo que en este pui.to

existe un amplio consenso - la do increneatar isu ingresos de exportacion,

panra con ellos poder financiar directarente progranas mas amplios do import a-

ciones qua apoyen una tasa de crecimiento razonable, y reforzar su capaci-dad

para atender un volurra adicional do serrvcio de la deuda.
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, kturlmtnte, el f.ito de tal etrategia dependerg en un fuerte grado

d, los pa"es indust iao' da la OC y a4 Europa oriental. i inevitable

que ektos a tigan sindo durants :achos afio3 los 7iyerca:dos para la r .yor

parte de los productos mynufaoturaos y moaterias primas y Semielaboradzs quo

exporten los pa se n en a rollo. Las puertrs de eso mer.dos deben pera-

necer abierta y neo os p za el rmrido on dasurrollo.

Al nismo tIemIpo, y &bido a que lo p-ises de la OCD 3 un sicndo

darentalmene. lo quO est n en L-ejor posici6n pa. prestar asistencia ianier

los paiso en f esarrolleen 0ontin-Ar acu.i do a los fondos pcbltcos d

escs prlses en bCa del rpoyo ?inaciero quo nricezitrin para lorrz por lo

menos unas tasas decontes do creciminnto per cpitt. durante los rim; .

PTI- a.-

En visti.t de lis neceseidades de rcursos oxterno0 do lof passes en desa-

rrollo, el Ba; nco Tundial esti decidido a increnentar su propia contribucion.

En primer lugar, algunos miembros del Banco Mundial estFn considera-ndo

la posibilidad de establecer un fondo de subvencioin do intereses para los prs-

tamos del Banco. Se espern que pronto so har~n los arreglos necesarios para

que este nuevo m1canismo crediticio - conocido como la "tercera ventanilla" -

pueda facilitar fondos a xtn tipo de inter6s concesionario de 4,5%, inter-iedio

entre el de los pr~stamos del Banco y el de los er6ditos do la AIF. Esperamos
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qze adenuis de los 11 p.iS industrializados y texportadorea de petr-Slea qua hmn

ofr-ecido ya conmribuciones a ese foado de stbvencina do intereses, haym otros

flue oatriruyaa a hazer moaibl que Ia tercera ventanilla facilite Un Tolum n

du asistencia de US$1.000 millonas, aparte de las demis operaciones erediticias

del Banco amdial. D-oido a que, en cualquier caso, estos fondos son limitados,

los criterioa en cuanto a condiciones oara optar a ellos tendcrio a inclintvae

a favor de los partses en dearrollo cuyo inereso anual per o ~pita sea inferior

a U343T5, aunqu so recoacce la necesidad de una cierta flexibilidad en In

aplicaci6n do tales criterias. Esperamos queo las operacionos de is tercora

ventanilla ten.an tenb algumss eos cneias redictributivan en otrar acA-'

vidades crediticias del GrITpo d. 3nco, a favor tanto de los pSsts en dcm

rrollo mrs pobres como do lon do inge r a medics y rAs elevados.

En segundo lugar, tanemos ntenci6n de enpliar el prorama crediticlo dcl

Banco, tanto norinalreate como en tnrminos realas. Proyectamos conceder un

volumen aproximado de financiawiento de UStlO.000 millones durante el qinquynao

de 1976-80. En trrinos realas, esto significa un incremento del nivel dte co-

promios del 58% sobre el perlodo quinquonal anterior y de un 153% saobre el quo

le precedi6, el abarcado por leo ejercicios de 1966-70.

Por altimo, pronto comenzarean las negociaciones para la pr6xima reposici6n

d los recursos dcila A7, qua ser la quinta. La cuarta reposici&a pr~porcion6

a Is AI una capacidad para contraer cccromisos de US$.500 millones basta el
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20 de junio 1177, y nt- es-era que pam outorices los recursos dikpoaiblei (e

1n AIF se haysa comnrometido en 3u totalidad. Thuiendo en cuenta las necei--

dLasies sin mrecedentes do e paiSes nobros, es esencial que los gobiornos actben

cou deeiaiin y a tiemno para garantizar ina. reposioisn qua esto de acuerdo con

osas necesidad es.

ConO ya indiquS a). cmdenzo de i discurso, eate perccdo do sesiones

rCViSe unit imortancia critica para ttl futuro dc todas ins actividadea intor-

nrtcionnes ea '4 campo 7et desarrollo y, a ecir rerdad, par cl futuro do la

propia Organizrnian &e ).i Haciones Unidaa. Este an c emcnto do que el

Consedjo Ci. o Ian prioriixtts 7 etblenCf las rcvrtas Cflo en gran mcdida doter-

ninarin la dircccirn y 1a aficacia du la actuici6n de todos los m murn do)

sistema de las raciones Unidas en los aAos venideros. El Danco lMundial no

puede sino erpresar i0 esnranza d- qcs cl Ccsto, al trtar los problomna

erlticos fue fi-uran en au orden d.l daU, dat'i in nnyor importancia ponibie

a la nacesidiad do acrecentar la efticacia del sistena. De cara a los problemas

crecientes que se avecinan, el sistma de las Naciones Unidas y todos y cada

uno de los miembros que lo integran sern juzgadoa ris que nunca por la efi-

cacia real de su actuacion. Para ser eficaces, las politticas, las organisze-

ciones y los procedimientos deben adaptarse a las necesidades cambiantes del

dosArrollo a _rdila quo estas evolucionan con el tiempo y de paia a pa53. Me

atrevo a decir cue el Banco, tris un profundo autoexamen y jediante una



riorganizacin a : inudo penesa, ha derost radco que la adaptabilidad era coudi-

ctn asencial tua ograr una :zayor -ficiencia. Nuestras opteracione3 recien-

de inACI4$ientO A8 proyeztos intLgrados da desarroflo rural, que son

:nlti-uectoriales y eomibt &u aetiidades en algun0 do los sectores alae que

he rancsionado sates, tos los do la educaeicn y in nutrici6on, son prueba rE-

dante del deso y a camaiaad dolf- Bpaco para adaptarso a Ias nuevas circun-

tancims a fin do sesuir sioudo ienatiente eficaz,

?gto e sin duds el. l nto do ae, ttx.

* , 0 *

-t3 /2

Jo -I!-
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DRAFT - n-eech delivered by CLARK - Hamburg, Gemary - filed Clark

Ubersee-Club

I am particularly pleased to have this opportunity to speak

in the Federal Republic, because, to my delight, there is a certain

special relationship evolving between Germany and the World Bank. For

you are becoming by far the largest source of Bank borrowings, and we

are becoming by far the largest external borrower in your capital

market. O )j

In the current fiscal year we have borrowed from German

investors over two billion deutschemarks (DM 2,094 b), of which nearly

a billion and a half was new money (DM 1,450 &. In fact this borrowing

by us and buying by you has been going on for many years, and today the

Bundesbank is the largest single investor in the World Bank, holding

some two and a half billion deutschemarks (DM 2,456 b? of our securities.

i A At the same time the Fede al Government has always playeC. its

full part in the International Development Association, the soft loan

affiliate of the Bank which draws its funds mainly from governments. In

particular it was notable that Germany was one of the countries which put

up its subscription voluntarily when the replenishment of IDA's empty coffers

was delayed by the U.S. Congress. P C -' 4s if t c c C

I really feel that I am reporting to our major shareholders! And:

so I should point out that some benefits do accrue to you, as a result of

all that you do for the Bank. The efficiency and competitiveness of German

industry have resulted in a great number of- Beak and IDA contracts being

awarded - by our system of international competitive bidding - to German

firms - something on the order of DM 4 billion worth of contracts.

And increasingly we are finding German nationals in the leading

positions within the Bank, and our special recruiting drive this year in
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Cermany is bringing us in additional recruits for World Bank service.

For the World Bank is not only growing, it is becoming more truly a

world bank, drawing its money not only from New York and London, but,

ts I have been saying, from Frankfurt, from Kuwait, from Saudi Arabia

and from the Central Banks of no less than nearly 60 member countries.

And out staff which used to be almost half British and American, is now

cecking new recruits not only here in Europe, but increasingly from less

traditional sources, in Japan for instance.

Another sign that the Bank is becoming more independent of its

traditional supporters came with the holdup of I.D.A. in the American

Congress. A few years ago this would have meant that everyone waited

for the American lead. In 1968 the other members of I.D.A. rallied

around, put up their share without waiting for American leadership.

If the World Bank is to play its full role as a leader in world

development, it has got to be fully international. That is the only way

in which it can raise the money it needs; the only way it can find enough

experts for its needs-, and the only way in which it can assume a position

of leadership forward, when so much of world development assistance seems

to be going backward. T /

Just a year ago in Mr. McNamara's darly dais at the Bank he asked

us all to take a look at what the Bark should be doing if there were no

toney restraints. To many people this seemed rather a wild supposition.

"If thore were no money restraints ..... "; at a time when the American

S-iD was being cut, when IDA was threatened in Congress and when several

of the leading donor nations were suffering severely from balance of pay-

ments stringency.
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But Mr. McNamara argued, and I think he has been proved right,

that we needed to look at the economic record of the richer countries as

a whole. The balance of payments problems of the rich are a domestic

problem of the Group of Ten; they do not represent any failure of the

industrialized countries as a whole to expand and grow. In fact, in

recent years these industrialized countries have added roughly $75 billion

each year to their gross national products. It was in this rich field

that ze werd seeking to raise perhaps an extra billion of money for first

tits development projects.

We, at the Bank, were sure the money could be raised, and we

were equally sure it could be wisely invested in development. It was as

the result of our surveys that Mr. McNamara proposed a doubling of Bank

lending over the next five years, compared with the last five.

One essential ingredient in this decision to expand our develop-

ment activities was the knowledge that the developing countries were a

worthwhile investment, and that we could eitsily find good bankable projects

within their confines.

Nothing has done more harm to the international development effort

than the belief that it is beyond the capa'ity of the industrialized powers,

unless it is the harm that has beea done by the equally false myth that real

progress in development has proved beyond the capacity of the poor countries.

The past decade, the so-called Decade of Development, has seen in

fact some very remarkable economic development in the poorer countries, even

if it has been overshadowed by economic miracles elsewhere. If we look back

at the record of Europe or North America for the hundred years, 1850-1950,

we will find that these economies grew at the average raie of about 2% per

head per annum.
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In the past decade 30 or more of the less developed countries had

growth rates of 2% per head (in spite of the population explosion) per annum,

and a further sizeable group had growth rates of well over 1% per head per

annum. These countries, though far down the ladder, are on the same climb

that brought us to our present affluence.

So I do not think it too rash of us at the Bank to suppose that

we could contribute significantly to the betterment of mankind, and the

economic progress of this planet, by increasing our activities and by

directing them more accurately and more exactly at development.

Nonetheless, there remains some scepticism about whether we can

do it - whether we can raise the money, whether we can distribute it as

prudently as the Bank has in the past, whether there are more risks with

more loans, whether we can in fact expand the world development aid effort,

whether we can hasten worldwide development.

No-one can bel,b sure. But I am optimistic and let me tell you

why. First on the money raising; we have raised record amounts this year -

I don't need to tell you that. Second, as to distribution; we have made more

loans this year than before, and there was no shortage of projects appraised

by the Bank's experienced teams according to their well-proved standards.

-- Development is a good going business, not a rat-hole for good money --

it
Third - are there more risks? I know that iiunorthodox to admit that any

element of risk enters into any Banking operation; but that is not a real

world, it is only a world seen from inside a computer. Yes there are risks

in helping development, yes there are more risks working in countries below

the poverty line than in investing in the European Common Market. Then why

do we do it?
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Firstly, because that is what the Bank was set up to do. It is

the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development. We played our

part in post-war reconstruction (especially in Japan and the Far East) and

we are duty-bound to play a leading part in the even larger task of

development, Kfut

It was, in part, for these reasons that the founding fathers at

Bretton Woods gave such cast-iron guarantees for our bonds. They are

guaranteed by the Government in which the project is being financed - and

no Government has failed to repay or repudiated their debts to us - they

are guaranteed by the reserves of the World Bank, and they are guaranteed,

finally, by all the Governments of all the members of the Bank, backed in

fact by the full weight of the Deutschemark, the Pound Sterling and the

(American)Dollar. t

Secondly, we are involved in development because, though there

are some risks in action, the risksof inaction are far greater. If the

rich countries simply build up their own wealth and can find no way to help

the poorer countries to help themselves, then we have a very risk-laden

world indeed!

I think these are adequate reasons for our action, even without

raising the moral obligation to our fellow men. But there remains the j /
question of whether we can, in fact, expand world aid and effectively hasten

worldwide development.

- Let me not exaggerate the powers of the Bank, nor its duties; no-

one elected us to lead the world effort. But,by going boldly forward when

others were hesitating, I believe we have given a welcome lead to our
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colleagues so that the outlook for development today is less black than

it was a year ago.

Furthermore I think, that as the result of our experience in the

field, we do today have a clearer vision of the strategy of development.

As a result the Bank is putting more of its effort than before into

Agriculture and Education because, in both cases, there are bottlenecks

to development which must be broken if we are to succeed. The new seed

strains* the 'miracle" wheat and rice, plus fertilizers, plus irrigation

are the basis of the Green Revolution which may transform the food prospects

and the prosperity of the developing world. Here the Bank can help and is

helping immediately.

Education can be seen as an investment in human resources, - an

investment which is absolutely crucial to economic progress. Here again

the Bank can invest prudently and profitably even though it is harder to

measure the profitability of a technical school than of a power plant.

But the profit is there, to be seen in the economic progress of the whole

country.

George Woods used to say, "The project is the country." - and

what he meant was that the only true measure of the success of the Bank's

Investment policy was a prospering country going forward along the road to

economic and social betterment. That remains the Bink's policy and objective,

and one which we are pursuing today with an even greater sense of urgency

on an even wider scale.


